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About the Author
Eliseo T. Sierra, born in
Ontario, the son of a Southem Pacific railroad worker,
grew up in Tulare County
a nd graduated from
Woodlake High School in
June 1952, He moved to
EL EXCENTRICO
Los Angeles where he atcirca 1962
tended Woodbury College,
pledging Sigma Phi Nu
Fraternity. Eliseo wrote for the college paper, and edited his fraternity's newsletter.
Over the years his work has been published in the
Woodlake ECHO , Fresno BEE ; MEXIA , EL
EXCENTRICO, LOWRIDER; The Forumeer and The
Leader, publications of the American GI Forum; and
other publications.
His ode, Santa and the Sigmas, was read to the 1953
national assembly of the Sigma Iota Chi Sororities.

In 1967 he beca me the first non-veteran elected
Chairman of San Jose Chapter, American GI Forum.
For ten years he edited THE FORUMEER, national
publication of the American GI Forum, and was nominated by the Bobby Kennedy Foundation for its annual
literary awards for a series of articles critical of the underemployment of Hispanics in the U.S . government.

At one time he was concurrently editing his local, state and national organizational newspapers.
"Too much editorial power vested in one person,"
he said.
He pursued his interest in writing by editing THE
LEADER, official publication of San Jose GI Forum, a
Mexican American veterans fami ly organization, until
May 1999, when he resigned over a censorship issue.

San Jose Mercury News columnist Harry Farrell
devoted two entire columns to Sierra's 1972 editorial, THE DEMOCRATS HAD IT COMING, in
THE FORUMEER.
Sierra was honored by the City of San Jose for his

efforts when the city won its All America City Award
in 1963, was appointed to the Santa Clara County Fair
board of directors in 1975; was the first recipient of
the MR. GI FORUM award presented by San Jose GI
Forum; has been given the keys to the City ofEl Paso,
and honored by his local chapter as its outstanding
member on three separate occasions.
In June 1999, he was the keynote speaker at the
20th annual Awards Dinner of the San Jose GI Forum
Scholarship Foundation.

He keeps an avid interest in politics, follows the
UCLA Bruins, and interscholastic sports. Once an
avid golfer, he was a board member of San Jose
MAGA (Mexican American Golfers Association).
He lives with Gloria, his wife for 47 years, whom
he swept off her feet when he took her out to dance at
a San Jose community gathering in 1959. They were
married 78 days later.
He retired from Vida Nueva Sober Living Environment, a community services project of San Jose GI
Forum, on October 15, 2006.

EDUCATION:
"You need not tell anyone you
went to college. Just comport
yourself in a manner which
makes it obvious."
--E. David Sierra
1995
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,
This book is made up of a lot of
things ... columns, articles, editorials I wrote for various publications
.... letters that I received from many
people over the past 50 years of my
life .... letters that I have written to
others ..... things that have been written about me ..... things I have written about others .... opinions, impressions ..... photos, yes, even some
fiction .
Use the information. Copy it if
you wish. Learn from my experiences. Aspire to greater things. Get
all you can get out of life. Enjoy it.
Remember: You only go around once
... and if you do it right, once is
enough. Good luck.

~ON

SAFOS
by
E. David Sierra

--

....--=-=- - -

---:~-

MY HERO! -Gloria Sierra congratulates h er husband, E. David, after he announced
that h e h a d found a
barber and was going to get a haircut
ASAP.
"Aw, shucks, it
was nuthin', " h e
said.
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CONSAFOS

have been chased down the street by an angry man
swinging a bayonet, intent on commiting mayhem?

Some people, I know, will be very surprised to learn
that they wrote me a letter 40 years ago and that I have
kept it all these years. For whatever reasons, only God
knows. Are events pre-ordained? What compelled me to
keep seemingly insignificant memoes, letters, postcards, photos, etc., all these years?
I don't know. I don't have my high school yearbooks.
I don't have my college textbooks. But, I DO have my
1948 grammar school graduation picture; a battered
photo of the 1947 Notre Dame football team, with two
future Heisman Trophy winners on the squad. I have a
1951 copy ofTHE T ATLER, my high school newspaper
and my student handbook from 1952, my senior year at
Woodlake High School.
e did keep Street & Smith's college
football yearbooks from 1958 to
2001, over forty years of college football
lore. I have a copy of every edition ofEL EXCENTRICO
magazine ever printed in the 35-year history of that
publication which I co-edited at one time. I don't know
why I have kept these items.
What I DO know is that I do not like to throw away
written information. Because I like to write, I abhor the
idea of throwing away anything that I have written. I also
have problems with throwing away anything that someone has written to me. That is an investment of their
time, imagination, and creativity. I value that effort, and
therefore, choose to retain it after I read it.

here is information here that has pre
viously been printed elsewhere, but I
have added my comments. There are statistics about war casualties to help the reader gain
perspective. For instance, compare 59,000 people
killed in Vietnam in 12 years versus 25, 851 killed on
lwo Jima island in four weeks of World War ll. How
about 106,502 casualties in the Battle of the Bulge in
the waning days of World War II? The costliest
battle in American history.

W

Think of this anthology as my personal invitation
to you to look inside my drawers (desk), look through
my personal belongings, read my mail, and probe
into my mind.
Some of this ... WUHS 7, Fresno High 5; for example, may be of absolutely no interest to you at all, but
on a sunny day in Delano, California, in April 1952, an
upstart Woodlake High baseball team beat big and
mighty Fresno High, and it brought joy to the hearts of
at least 380 boys and girls at a small country high school
in Tulare County, Calif.
Goliath could be slain!
At that point in time, Humboldt State whipping
Notre Dame in football would have had no greater
significance to a 16-year old boy aspiring to become a
world famous sportswriter.
The Paratrooper was an actual event in my life that
I believe is unique. How many people do you know who

T

Also included are three trips across this country and
one to Mexico that Gloria and I took .
I even wrote two songs, El Corrido de Ramon
Lozano, a fictional character; and one dedicated to the
golf prowess (or lack of) of my brother Jess Sierra.
Neither has been published yet, nor even set to music,
but I am patient. I know from reading history that some
of the world's greatest works did not become famous
until years after their authors croaked.
Some of this information will be of interest only to
American GI Forum members who lived it, or those who
want to know more about the inner workings of their
organization. There is some history here, ofcourse, but
some of it is male gossip and personal opinions.
Most of the names are real people, except in cases
where real people might still be alive and athletic enough
to grab me and mop the floor with me. In that case, call
it fiction, amigo!
And ... if you were there and this is not quite the way
you remember some of these events ... write your own
book. And don't forget to give me hell if you choose. I
probably deserve it.
I don't know, in May 2004, where this work is going
to wind up. Some years ago I donated some of the last
remaining copies of EL EXCENTRICO Magazine to
the Biblioteca Latino Americana which was then housed at the old Woodrow Wilson Jr. High School building.
A couple of years ago, out of curiousity, I went to see
how they had catalogued it and put it on shelves so
people could read it.
A lady told me that they had thrown all the books out.
Didn't even keep one copy! I was very disappointed and
vowed that I would never contribute anything to that
institution again.

Thirty-five

years

of

publishing

EL
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EXCENTRICO magazine by Humberto Garcia went
to the trash bin. Some people have absolutely no
sense of history.
In 2000, I offered the last remaining copies of EL
EXCENTRICO magazine to the Mexican American
Cultural Center at King Road and Alum Rock Avenue.
I have one copy of each book ever printed. They decided
that it was not the type of literature they wanted to retain
for people to look at!
So, wherever you are, reading this material, give
thanks to people who value historical documents, as
insignificant as they may seem now. Maybe they will
seem more important later in your life, when you learn
more about the world you live in and how you fit in.
Hopefully, some of this information will contribute
to your growth, make you a better person, or inspire you
to excell in whatever endeavor you choose. If not, have
a good laugh. Enjoy reading it as much as I enjoyed
writing it. • • • • •
-- E. David Sierra

The Wild,
Wild West
Arriving at the Cheyenne, Wyoming airport to
attend the 1969 national convention of the American GI Forum, a bunch of Californianos were met
by some friendly Cheyenne GI Forum members
There were hugs, handshakes all around, kisses on
the cheek from the women, etc.
One of the Cheyenne members hollered, "Welcome to the wild, wild WEST!"
A Californiano replied, "Where's the bar?"
Another took a few steps and said, "WEST? We
11ew 1300 miles EAST to find this place! WILD?
WILD? ... The UC campus at Berkeley,THAT'S
WILD!" • • • • •

Lawyers
Lawyers are like nuclear bombs: You
only have them because the other side
does and once you use them you can
kiss everything goodbye. --Anon.

Juan Sierra
Mi Jefe

Jalisco to
Woodlake
(After being encouraged by my historian-school
teacher-barroom philosopher-friend Humberto Garza
that I should try to learn as much as I could about my
family's early beginnings before those who experienced
it pass away, I decided to ask my older brother Jess to fill
me in on how La familia Sierra came to the United States
of America from the state of Jalisco, Mexico).
One Christmas eve, I don't even remember the year
now, my wife Gloria and I drove to Woodlake in the
sprawling San Joaquin Valley of California to be with
the family for Christmas. I was detennined to find out
how my father and mother brought Jess and my other
older brother Ted to the U.S., eventually to Ontario,
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California, where my twin sisters Mary and Trini and
me and my sister Frances were born, and then on to
Woodlake.

On the way to the Jess Sierra residence at 265
Pomegranate Street in Woodlake, we stopped at a
liquor store for 2 quarts of Seagram's VO and six
large bottles of 7-Up. I intended to pour Jess and
myself some good booze and get him talking about
our family's early history. I wanted to fmd out about
our family leaving Mexico and how we came to live
in Woodlake, Calif.
fter greeting all the people in his house
at the moment, I told him what I wanted
to do. There weren't any other men in the
house except for my younger brother Paul and Frankie
Lupercio, Jess's brother in law, and I figured they might
be interested in hearing about our family also.

A
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Kaiser Permanente's
GOOD Service!
My wife and I were entering a Kaiser Hospital
facility at Santa Teresa south of San Jose, just to use
their restrooms. We were debating the respective
merits of their two facilities in the area, this one and
the one in Santa Clara.
"They give you much, much better service here
than at Santa Clara," I said. As we approached the
door, a lady dressed in all white held the door open
for me, stepped aside, smiled, and said "Just step
inside, sir, and I will be there to help you in just a
moment."
"See," I exclaimed to my astounded wife,
"SEE?"

QUESTIONS FOR JESS
I got right to the point. "Jess, I poured us both along
drink. I need to talk to you about something. This is
going to take a little while. Vengase para afuera," I said,
motioning for him to follow me outside to a den-like
area that he has fixed up between his house and the
garage.
"Well," he joked, "what do you want to know. I
know everything ... you know that. Que no, Pancho?"

Frankie just smiled. He's not one to waste words.
Besides that, he was addressing a can of cold beer.
"Jess," I began, "I want to know more about our
family history. I want to know where our parents were
from. I want to know why they came to the United
States. I want to know when. And why and how."

"We're from Mexico," he said.
"We moved to the United States a long, long time
ago. I don't remember exactly what year.
"Our father used to come and work on the railroad
in the United States when we lived in Mexico. He would
come for a few months, then go home and visit with us,
then he would come back.
"What town are we from, in Mexico?" I asked.
"We're not from any town," he replied, "there was
no town there. It was just a small ranch."
"What was the name of the ranch?" I asked.
"La Lagunita," he replied, "It was up in the mountains. There were no roads there, no cars, no electricity
... just people living there."
"What was the nearest town to where the ranch
was?" I continued asking.

"I don't know. When we came over here I was very
young," he answered.
"How young?" I insisted.

"I don't remember," he said, again,
"I have some papers that can give you some idea.
I'll find them and make you copies so you can see for
yourself," he said.
"We lived in Ontario, on Grove Street, then we came
up to Woodlake in 1938, and that's where we've been
ever since. That's all!" he said.
"What state of Mexico are we from?"
"Jalisco ... not from any town, from a little ranch up
in the mountains, like I said ... it's not a town, it's a ranch,
up in the mountains," he said.

"Which mountains?" I asked immediately.
"Hell, I don't know. What difference does it
make? Mountains are mountains, que no?"
Jess obviously does not have a sense of history and
how important it is to know it.
"It makes a lot of difference!" I exclaimed. "There
are a lot of mountains in Mexico. Where are they?"
"The ranch is called *La Lagunita," he said, obviously reluctant to talk about it.
"What is the largest town near there?" I asked.
"I don't know," he answered, "I was very small when
we came over here."
"Do you remember what year it was when you left
Mexico?"
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"Nab," be said, "I don't remember, but Ted was
born over there and the twins, Mary and Trini were
born in Ontario so it must have been sometime
between 1926 and 1927. I have some old papers that
my father had. It tells what year we crossed the
border."
here are also some papers when he was
an officer of the Comision Honorifica
Mexicana in San Bernardino. I'll look up
the papers and give them to you the next time you
come to Woodlake," apparently trying to finish off
the conversation.
1 was not ready to stop yet. He had just whetted
my appetite for more of the same.

T

COMING TO AMERICA
"How did you come to this country ... by burro ...
walki ng ... or did you fly?"
"Fly?" he asked incredulously, "there weren't
any airpl anes in those days, we walked through the
mountains to a place where the train stopped and we
came by train to the border."
"The Wright Bros. flew at Kittyhawk, North
Carolina in 1903," I said casually, "so you're probably right. There p robably weren't many commercial jets in central Mexico."
'' 1903? Are you sure?" he asked.
"Of course I'm sure. Go look it up m your
encyclopedia. "
" Also, while you're looking ... do you know
that Mexicana was the first commercial airline in
the western hemisphere?"
"The western ... WHAT?" he asked.
"The Americas," I replied, "Mexicana was the
first commercial airline to fly passengers. Look it
up! " I said.
Jess disappeared for a few minutes, returning
with two fresh drinks for us. But he said nothing
about looking it up.
''Where did you go?"
"To El Paso, Texas."
"Why do you know that the family came through
El Paso? How do you remember that?" I asked.
''I don't remember, but the papers that I have
have some information about my dad's age, who
he wo1·ked for, and when he crossed the border,"
Jess replied.
"Did the family stay in Texas?" I asked.

Jess Sierra
July 2003

"No," he replied, "My clad did not want to live in
Texas. It was too close to Mexico. He wanted to get
away from the border. I guess he didn't want to be
tempted to return to Mexico. And he never did. And I
haven't gone down there either ... and I don't ever want
to go there.
y dad had been to the United States
before. He used to leave the fami ly
over there and he and one of his brothers
and some of his friends would come to the United States
to work on the railroad. He worked in New Mexico,
Arizona and in southern California. He told us that he
liked the area around Ontario and that he and his brother
had talked about moving there."
"If the girls were born in 1932, two years before me,
that means that you moved from Mexico before then," I
sagely opined.
"Hey, you're pretty smart !" he exclaimed, laughing
at me and patting me on the back, "Frankie! Paul! We are
in the presence of a genius! Damn, you're smart !" he
reiterated.

M
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"Let's narrow it down some more," I suggested, "was
the Mexican revolution already over when you came
over from Mexico?"
"Yes, I think so ... but I'm not sure," he said.
"Why do you say THAT?" I asked.

THE VORACIOUS FEDERALES
"Because my dad, my uncles, and their friends used
to calk about the government troops, los federa les, how
they used to come to our rancho and ask us for food and
supplies. We had to hide our horses and cows because
they would take them. What little food we had, we kept
buried in holes in the ground so they would not find it.
he n we gave them food , they were
very happy and didn 't bother any
body. When we told them we didn't have
anything to give them, they would get very angry. The
Capitan would order the troops to go through the houses
and take whatever they wanted, my dad said."
"How about the Villistas or the Zapatistas? Did they
ever come to the ranch to ask for anything?" I asked.
"Sure ... they came too. They were from Pancho
Villa's army . Everybody claimed to be from Pancho
Villa's army when they wanted something. There were
even beggars going around saying they were from
Pancho Vill a's army so you could give them something.
They were just bums ... oportunistas ... trampas ... using
the revolution to get things for themselves."
"So, you hid the food and livestock from the federales
and gave them to the revolucionarios?"
"At first. But then they heard that the war was over.
So, no ... not always," he interjected, "They had to take
care of their own people first. If the crops had been poor,
we would hide our food from the revolucionarios too!
The men had to take care of their families first!"

W

DECISION TO GO NORTH
"When did my dad decide to bring the fami ly to the
United States, for good?" I asked.
"I think he and his friends used to talk about it all the
time. It was very hard making a living in Mexico.
"We had a little piece ofland. We had pigs, chickens,
and a mule. My mother took care of the crops whe n my
father was away in the United States working on the
railroad. All the families worked together. We raised
crops to eat and to trade for other things that we needed,
and then it was time to plant more crops and try to keep
going. It was very hard. The women worked every day,
and the older children helped out as much as they could.
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Eve rybody kind of
looked after each
other.We never had
money to do other
things, but then nobody else had anything either!
"Estabantos
chin.gados todos!

"My dad said
that one time the
revo lu cionarios
came and asked for
food. They also
wanted horses, but
he told them he did
not have any, that the
federales had taken
them all.

Abigail Sierra
My Mother

The leader of the revolucionarios got very mad at the
people. He started cussing everybody out, saying that
we deserved to live as slaves if we did not help out the
revolucion. He said they were giving their lives and we
didn't even want to give up a few baskets of corn or some
eggs and chickens," he remembered.

Jess continued, "My father and another man told
the leader that they were afraid because the federales
had said they would shoot anyone who was giving
help to the revolucionarios. My father tried to tell
him that they were helping the revolucion but they
needed food for their families too.

T

he revolutionary leader got very angry
a nd shouted "Los soldados de Ia
revoluc ion comen primero! ... Despues los
obreros! ... Despues los niiios! ... y despues las mujeres ...
si todavia hay comida!" he shouted.
"THE LEADER SLAPPED MY DAD! My father
got very angry but there was nothing he and the other
men could do because they were surrounded by angry
men pointing rifles at them.
"The entire village stood by and listened to the
Capitan cussing, and the revolutionaries laughing as
they pointed to some of the more attractive women in
the crowd and said dirty things to them.
"When the revolutionaries left the village, the men,
women and children hurried back to their adobe shacks,"
Jess recalled.
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Practicing the craft
MAKING A POINT
-- The author, c irca 1947
or so, pounding the table
to drive home an important point. At age 13, I was
already highJy opinionated and sensi ng a calling
to barroom philosophi zIng.

Listening in , but not
necessarily accepting as
gospel everything they are
hearing are my sister-inlaw Hema, left center, and
my nieces Rosie, left, and
Rebecca, far right. Note that Rebecca has turned her
face away from her uncle Pelon , probably stifling a
laugh.
(Photo was taken by my brother Jess who owned

JALISCO TO WOODLAKE
(Cont. from Pg. 7)
"Ahora si!" my dad shouted to my mother and Ted
and I when we got back to our house, I was about six
years old and Ted was about two years old.
"Nos vamos para e l norte. Estas son c hingaderas con
cuales yo no puedo vivir. Yo tengo que cuidar a mi
famili a. Esos revolucionarios y los federates tambien ,
que chin gen a su madre ! Manana nos vamos para California ... para nunca volver."
"In a few minutes, when his anger had died down,
my father went to hi s compadre's house ... hell, you
couldn't even call them houses ... they were made of
pieces of metal, tree trunks, cardboard, whatever materials we had ... to talk to him about going north with our
family to Cali fornia," Jess remembered.

LEAVING LA LAGUNITA
"That night we packed whatever we could carry. My
dad told a compadre of his who was not going to El Norte
that they could far m his plot of land and they could have
the pigs, chickens, cows , the mule , and two horses that
we had. If, someday , we returned to La Lagunita, we
would wan t our land back, of course, but the animals
were theirs to keep.

one of the first Polaroid cameras in the Woodlake barrio.
Some people thought they were the best invention since
huevos rancheros.)

"Early the next morning there were three little
groups of people walking down the trail from the
ranch to the place where the train stopped. My
mother Maria Abigail had never been down from the
hills except to go to mercados at other ranches, and
of course, had never seen a train.
he was very frightened when she heard
the steam whistle of the train, and more
terrified when she saw this huge iron monster
puffing up the hjJJ toward us. My dad practically had to
drag her onto the trai n. She was very scared, but soon got
over it.
"Where did you cross the border?" I asked.
"El Paso."
"How long did you stay in Texas? How did you get
to CaJifornja?" I asked, eagerly throwing questions at
him.
"I don't know," he said hesitently, "Icould swearthat
we WALKED from El Paso to Ontario. But ... I KNOW
we didn't. We couldn't have walked, but I don't remember how we got to California or how long it took or where
else we stayed. My dad was worki ng on the railroad, so
I don't think we made just one trip.
"I think we used to live for a few days or weeks in one

S
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of those small camps that the railroad had right next to
the tracks . The single men lived in a big room and the
married men had small cabins. I don't think we even paid
any renl. But I don't know."

ONTARIO, CALIFORNIA
Jess continued, "I remember that we lived on Grove
Street in Ontario, down off Euclid A venue near Chino."

"Let me ask you something," I inte1·jected, "Do
you remember a row of tall eucalyptus trees? Were
there eucalyptus trees where we lived?"
"Why do you ask that?" Jess inquired.
"Because one of my earliest memories of my life is
being he ld in somebody's arms and grown men were
standing around talking and they were offering me
dimes or nickels and I would always take the nickels
because they were bigger. The men would laugh and
then try it again, and I kept putting the nickels in my
pocket.

"But I remember also that there was a long row
of eucalyptus trees and the wind was blowing very
hard. You could hear it swishing through the trees,
and you could smell the trees.
"I never forgot that sme ll. I always thought that
someday the trees were going to fall over, because the
wind used to blow very hard. " I said .

THE BLUE COAT
"You know what I remember?" Jess asked. Then he
answered his own question, "I remember that when we
li ved in one of those railroad cabins a railroad car wou ld
pu ll up once in a wh ile and this guy sold everything you
can think of. (They called him a fayuquero).
e used to come to the camp every week.
He was on the track also. It was like a
large railroad car, but it was filled with just
abou t everything you wanted to buy. They sold meat,
clothes, candy, ice cream, toys, food, c leaning
supplies! Whatever they didn't have, you could
order it and the next week the fayuquero would
bring it.
"My mother saw a blue coat that she wanted.
She told my dad about it and he didn't want to buy
it for her.
"Para que cabrones quieres un sobretodo como
ese. en este infierno?" he asked.
Jess reminisced, "It was in the middle of a hot
Arizona summer but my mother had to have that
coat. Somehow, don't ask me how, she saved up the
money and bought the coat.

H
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"After that, every time the fayuquero came to our
camp and the women ran from their houses to buy their
goods, my mother wore her blue coat. It was very hot!
105,110, 112 degrees! She didn't care! She had the best
coat of any lady in that camp. And she WORE it! That's
what I remember! "
he fay uque ro wo uld bring us a Sea rs
c atalo a ue a bo ut two or three times a
year. I ~sed to go for the Sears catalogue," he
re minisced, "I used to grab it and go to the toilet, look at
the 0airls' underwear section, and play with myself. I
must've been about six or seven years old,but I'm not
sure."

T

I motioned for Paul to bring us another drink
because I did not want Jess to get up and lose the
momentum of his stor ytelling.
WHY MOVE TO WOODLAKE?
"Why did the Sierra fami ly decide to move to
Woodlake? How did we get to W oodlake?" !interrupted.
Jess thought for a while. It seemed like he did not
want to talk about it, like it was very painful to recall
those days, but maybe it was the Seagram's and maybe it
was his realizing that I was not going to stop until I found
out how the Sierras got to Woodlake.

"From Ontario we had goneto a little town called
Planada, near Merced, to pick figs. I distinctly remember one time when a bunch of men were trying
to get a lantern to work. They were having a hard
time getting the wick to light. Another thing I remembered was having to jump over rows in a fig orchard,
with water flowin g in the rows.
"After the fig season ended, we were going back
to Ontario when someone told my father that in a
little town called Woodlake, there was a lot of work.

rJI.l r~C lO .\'
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They made it sound like the dollar bills were hanging
from the trees!
There was a Marquez family traveling with us. They
decided to go to Hanford and that is where they settled.
"Remember the Marquez," he asked?
"Faintly," I replied, "I remember they owned a sixwheeled truck and that there were three boys and a
daughter, but that's about it. Their father used to drink
with our father a lot, que no?"
ess continued, "I was about seventeen years
old and Ted was thirteen, and I guess my dad
wanted us to work and farm labor offered us the
earliest opportunity to start earning some money. If you
could do the work, the ranchers would hire you. No
questions about social security cards, about missing
school, or anything like that. They just wanted the work
done.
"We had come over the Grapevine to Planada in a
small pickup truck that we had. That Foringo made it
over the mountains. I don't know what we would have
done if it had broken down. We would not have been
able to fix it!
"It took us about two weeks, I think. You didn't have
the highways that you have now. It was more like a trail.
A lot of deep grooves. In places it wasn't even paved. My
dad did not know how to drive, did you know that?
"Yep," I admitted, "I know that."
"Who was driving the Sierra family pickup?" I
asked.
"I was," Jess replied.
"How in the hell did you get a driver's license if you
never applied for one?"
"I don't know where my dad got it, but I had a
California driver's license. I don't remember taking any
test, one day he just handed me a driver's license and that
was it."
"Well, we came from Highway 99 to Woodlake
because somebody said that there was a lot of work here.
But first I remember "Va haber mucho trabajo aqui," my
dad stated.
omewhere between Ivanhoe and
Woodlake, it started to get dark. A light
rain began falling. My father spotted a farmhouse that was all lit up and he insisted that I stop the
truck, back up, and then go see about getting work for the
next day. It was very cold, and beginning to rain harder.

J
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I went to the farmhouse, knocked on the door,

and waited. A tall man dressed in a suit and tie
opened the door and asked, "What do you want,
Pancho?"
"My name is Jesus, mister. My dad wants to
know if you have any work for us tomorrow. We are
willing to do anything."
"Pancho, tomorrow is Christmas Day. Nobody works
on Christmas Day, not even farmers. Hey, Noah!, here's
a guy here says his family wants to work for you
tomorrow!" he hollered at the owner of the house.
"Tell him to go away. We ain't evenTALKIN' 'bout
work tomorrow, much less doin' any!" he laughed.

o I went back across the street to tell my
father that it was Christmas Eve and
that there was no work tomorrow. I had
forgotten what day it was. We had lost track of time
It was just like any other day to us.

S

"Vaya. digale a ese cabron que si no nos da trabajo
que nos vamos a quedar en su yarda haste que nos deje
trabajar!" my dad ordered.
I knocked on the door again. This time the rancher
himself answered the door.
"Senor, my dad says that we have to work because
we don't have any money. We can't go anywhere. He
says if you don't give us work, we are going to camp in
your yard until you give us work."
"Ah don't give a rat's ass what you folks do tonight,"
he bellowed, "you do what you gotta do, and tomorrow
ah'll do what ah gotta do."

CAMPING OUT
"So my father ordered me to park the pickup in the
yard. We unloaded our pieces of canvas, put up a tent on
the big lawn in the man's yard and went to bed, hungry,
while I was telling Ted about all the good food I had seen
when the man opened the door.

Very early the next morning, the rancher and two
of his Mexican farmhands woke us up very early in
the morning.
"Feliz Navidad. Amigos!," they said.
They told me that they wanted my dad and mom, and
Ted and I to go with them in a truck. They took us to the
farthest part of the ranch and put us to work pulling
weeds in a vineyard.
Then the men headed back to the farmhouse and
loaded up all of our possessions on the pickup truck.
Mary, Trini, you, and Frances were crying because you
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didn't know why someone was putting all of our things
in the pickup truck. The rancher then went back to the
vineyard, picked up mom and dad and Ted and I and
brought us back to the farmhouse.
He stopped his truck by where we had pitched the
tent and handed me a few dollars, and said, "Here,
Pancho! Give this to your dad. Tell 'im he's a stubborn
sumbitch! He's gonnagetahead, some day ....Woodlake's
where you want to go. It is that way ... that's where you
want to go. That is the promised land," he said, pointing
east toward the mountains.
My dad told me to ask the rancher about buying
some gas from him because we had noticed the gas
pumps beside the garage.
"I can't sell you any gas. I need it for my trucks and
tractors," he replied, "but you can find gas just up the
road. Little place called Redbanks.lt'll be on the left side
of the road just as you cross the railroad track. From
there it's just a couple of miles to Woodlake."

THE PROMISED LAND!
Arriving in Woodlake in late December is not the
best time to go there. Because of the cold weather and the
rains, there is very little work. We went door to door,
asking people if we could put up our tent in their back
yard. We would live there until we started working and
then we would move on.
They all said NO. They had heard those stories
before, at the beginning of the depression. They KNEW
we would not be going anywhere any time soon because
there was no work at this time of year, and we would
become a burden on them.
inally, we found a friendly gringo who
agreed to let us live in a small tool shed he
had in his back yard. We took all his tools, his
lawn mower, and some lumber out of the shed, piled it
up against the outside wall of the shed, covered it with
some large canvases he brought out of his garage, and
the Sierras had a wooden roof over our heads for the first
time since leaving Ontario.
The next day, he asked me if our family qualified for
welfare. I said I did not know.
"What is welfare?" I asked.
He said that he would take us into Visalia later in the
day so we could find out. He said he would help us. And
he did.

F

ON THE WELFARE ROLLS
I faintly remembered some of that. We qualified for
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welfare, but we had to wait a few weeks for our first
checks, and the food vouchers to arrive. Also we had to
buy all our groceries at the large Safeway store on No.
Court Street in Visalia.
We used to take a large canvas with us in the pickup
truck when we went to pick up our groceries. We didn't
want the neighbors to see the Safeway shopping bags.
That was a dead giveaway that you were on "relief' as
they called it back then. There was no Safeway store in
Woodlake, so if you were carrying groceries into your
house from Safeway, you must have gotten them from
the U.S. government.

verybody knew that. The kids didn't
care. We were eating, and we didn't
much give a damn where the food came
from, but I guess it was important to my dad.

E

Also, my dad always made it a point to stop at a small
Mexican mercado in the barrio to buy Mexican cheese,
chiles, and other things. We went to that little store for
years. I remember one day asking my father why he went
there. It seemed to me that everything cost more there
than it did at Safeway, so why did he buy anything there?
"Es uno de nosotros," he would say, and that was the
end of the questions.
After the Sierras found work, we moved into a house
on Lemona Street owned by don Francisco Alvarado.

You had to have a good imagination to call that
"street" a street. We always thought it was just an
alley. It wasn't paved. In the winter, when the rains
came, the potholes were big enough to swallow a
small child.
"The Alvarados raised chickens. What I remember
most is the huge bushes of blackberries and raspberries
that grew right next to their house. We used to sneak over
there and pick the berries right off the bush and stuff
ourselves. We never had enough sense to ask if we could
eat some strawberries. For some reason, it just made
more sense for us kids to steal than to get permission.
Later we became acquainted with Raul Torres, who was
a grandson of the Alvarados. We became very friendly
with Raul. He gave us access to the strawberries. My
mom and dad did not raise any dumb kids.
We lived next to the Alvarado home, then there was
a large empty lot, then the Robert Marquez family home.
Across the alley lived the Attaways, the Grimsleys,
the Asmans, the Sanchez, and the Villegas, who farmed
about 15 acres.
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The stigma of being on welfare was enormous. We
were aware that we were poor but there wasn't anything
we could do about it. Every year people from the Tulare
County Health Department would come to the Woodlake
Elementary School. We would be called out of the
classroom and they would look at our eyes, ears, nose,
throat, and heads, running their fingers through our hair,
looking for lice. One year they found some on us and we
all had to go home. They gave us some kind of disinfectant to put on our hair, advised us on keeping our bedding
clean, and we returned to school knowing that all of our
friends knew we had piojos.
Once a year we went to the Health Clinic in Visalia
near a small park on the west end of Main Street.
Sometimes we had to wait all day to be called in for a
physical examination. We met a lot of kids from the
surrounding cities of Ivanhoe, Farmersville, Visalia,
Tulare, and other places. Later in life we ran into each
other at football or basketball games or at community
functions but always remembered not to mention to our
friends why or how we knew kids from other cities.

ELINDIO
I reminisced a bit about some of the memories that
I had of growing up on Lemona Street.
.. Remember that Indian that came to live on the
empty lot between our house and the Marquez property?" I asked.
e pitched a teepee in the empty field
next to our house. The man pretty much
kept to himself, but if you said hello to him,
he cordially replied. I don't remember him initiating
conversations with us, and we were afraid to ask too
many questions because he was strange. He didn't look
like us. He didn't dress like us, and he spoke very
deliberately and with as few words as possible. The Indio
wore his hair long, braided, and hanging down below his
shoulders. Jess said he did not remember.

H

The Indian man, I remembered, would rise very
early in the morning. We could hear him chopping
wood, which he would carry into the teepee, then go
inside and we would not see him again until he came
out to jump in his old pickup truck and go to work,
minding his own business. We never saw him talking
to any adults or being outside his teepee for any
length of time. We rarely saw the squaw. She stayed
inside that teepee all day. We wondered how she
tolerated the 95 to 100 degree heat all day long in that

small tent.
We never saw her outside. We used to wonder how
she went to the bathroom. Or if they had a bathroom
inside the teepee. There was a water faucet on the edge
of the property. We would see the Indian man putting
water in buckets and toting them inside the teepee. But
we never saw the squaw outside the tent. It was one of
life's little mysteries that never got resolved as we grew
up on Lemona Street.

We rented that house from don Francisco until
my father died in 1945 and then we moved across
town to live with my brother Jess and his wife Hema
on the ''white'' side of town, near the cemetery.
I hated it over there.lt didn't feel like a barrio. There
were no Chicanos in that part of town. In the evening you
did not smell tortillas being made, or the familiar aromas
of Mexican home cooking. I don't remember kids playing out on the street the way we had done in LaLimonera.
It was not homey. I always felt like an intruder in that
neighborhood. I don't remember making any friends in
that neighborhood. I don't remember playing on the
streets. We pretty much kept to ourselves.
Another thing I hated was that the house was very
small. It was never intended to house two adults and six
kids. My brother Paul and I used to sleep in what was our
washroom. It was very close to the shower, and it always
seemed to be very damp. I hated it.
I also hated the fact that brother Jess insisted on us
taking a shower every day. I never saw any need for that.
If I had spent a very sedentary day I would try to skip the
shower. I remember my sisters loving it, having access
to a shower. When we lived in La Limonera, we had
outside plumbing, meaning a two-holer about 100 yards
from the house. No shower.
ow did we take a bath? We put a tub of
cold water over some rocks in the back
yard, put wood underneath it, and lit a fire.
And waited for the water to get warm enough to dip a
wash rag in it and scrub ourselves. When we went to
school and the teacher asked if we had taken a bath that
morning we lied, lied, lied. It was just too much explaining to do if you admitted you had not taken a bath that
morning.
I don't remember how long we lived there but it was
much too long for me.
Sometime later, Jess bought a house from the
Escobedo family because they were moving to Mexico,

H
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leaving everything, even the furniture. We moved to 265
Pomegranate Street, near El Barrio de La Rana. Iremember the roar of the contractors • trucks early in the
morning being warmed up before leaving for work.
Very early in the morning. People shouting greetings to
each other. The familiar smells of Mexican food and
tortillas.
The first thing I remember hearing every morning
was the old favorite, "La Mancornadora" being played
by the Lalo Guerrero Orchestra over a radio station in
Fresno. My sisters always listened to Mexican music in
the morning, and American music later in the day. Why?
I don't know.
Many years later, in San Jose, I met Lalo Guerrero
and convinced him to sit for an interview which was
published in THE LEADER, the San Jose GI Forum
newspaper. (It is elsewhere in these memoirs).
e lived between the Jesus Hernandez
residence and the Jose Pefia home. Jesus
Hernandez, a labor contractor, later became my padrino when I was confirmed in the Catholic
Church. Kenny Saucedo, who lived with his grandparents, and I became very good friends. We were like
brothers.
In the barrio we had contact with other Mexican
families, the Valeros who had a daughter Vickie about
my age; the Romeros, don Martin who had a band we
used to call Martiny Los Cuarenta Lobos, who presented no threat to Glenn Miller, Harry James, Benny
Goodman or other top rated orchestreas of that happy
time; los Salazar, who loved to sing, don Jose, Chano
and Joe who later moved to southern California; the
Gomez, Jess who owned a small bar two doors down
from our house, and his brother Pete, whose occupation
I never figured out. He had a son whom I coached in
Little League baseball but I never kept up with what kind
of athlete he became later because I left Woodlake to go
to school in Los Angeles.
Then there was Arnulfo Garcia, the one-armed drunkard who loved to walk down the middle of Pomegranate
Street singing his favorite Mexican songs (imitating
Jorge Negrete, of course).

W

THE SERENADE
There was the night he and I were more than a bit
crocked, sitting in the Gomez Cafe directly across the
street from the Romero home where Henrietta lived. She
was a beautiful young lady whose heart was coveted by

more than one Woodlake man. Anyway, this evening,
probably around midnight, Arnulfo asked if I would join
him in serenading Queta. He let the entire bar know we
were going across the street to sing to the beautiful
Henrietta. We bought two six packs ofbeer and we went
across the street. Arnulfo began singing, and at the
appropriate times I would give out a Mexican grito to
add emphasis to what Arnulfo was singing.
short while later, the lights went on.
We opened the front gate and walked a
few steps onto the Romero property. the
front door of the house opened and don Martin Romero
emerged, dressed in his pajamas.
"Ya esta bueno, Arnulfo ... vayanse. Nova a salir
Henriquetta. Ella no quiere hablar contigo. Vayanse,
por favor!"
I was standing behind Arnulfo and picked up my six
pack and began walking toward the gate when I heard
him say, "Cayese usted. viejo pendejo. usted gue
chingados sabe de musica? No vine a cantarle a usted.
le estoy cantando a Queta!"
Romero answered, "Vayanse Arnulfo. Henrigueta
no va a salir. Vayanse. por favor!"
I vividly remember the large semi trucks hauling
timber from the mountains to the Bakersfield Box Company mill right down our street, Pomegranate Street,
because the politicians decided not to allow them to
rumble down Valencia, the main business street. Why
taxpaying citizens tolerated semitrucks loaded with
freshly cut logs rumbling down their peaceful neighborhood street I will never know. But it became very noisy,
very dirty, and very dangerous.
That was life in the barrio. That was home. Those are
memories that remain.

A

• • •
Failure Serves
Sometimes a noble failure
serves the world
as faithfully as
a distinguished success.
--Edward Dowden
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PARENT'S DOCUMENTATION:
Top-- Alien Head-Tax Receipt number 201198 issued to Maria A.
Talavera on March 30, 1927 at El Paso, Texas.
Below -- Credential of Comision Honorifica Mexicana of San
Bernardino, Calif., verifying that Mr. Juan Sierra, a citizen of
Mexico, has been elected 2do Vocal by the Mexican colony of
Ontario, Calif. for July 19, 1935 to July 18, 1936.
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Kasumo Leaves Woodlake
January 1942
In January 1942, I was in the first grade at Woodlake
Elementary School.
Our teacher was Mrs. Grace Pogue who had taught
thousands of little boys and girls in that school since time
began. Or it seemed that way.
She did not fit my image of what a first grade teacher
should look like. Before I entered school I had imagined
that my first grade teacher was going to be a tall, slim
man with slicked black hair like Fred Astaire. But we got
used to her very fast. We had no choice. There was one
first grade and she taught it. Period.
I remember a young brother and sister, Kasumo
Kakawa and his sister, Yoko. Kasumo and I had
become friends because he was very quiet, very well
mannered, and wasn't loud and brassy like some of
my other classmates. He was
different. He didn't speak
Spanish, but I was going to
teach him and then I was going to ask him to teach me
some Japanese.
The Kakawas didn't live in
town. He and his sister rode the
big yellow bus to where they
lived on a ranch somewhere out
of town. He was always very
mild mannered, always seemed
I
eager to do the right thing.
One day, I remember, Mrs.
Pogue told us to bring a nickel for ice cream to school the
next day. We were going to have a cake and ice cream
going-away party for Kasumo and his sister Yoko. Their
family was moving away.
I got MAD!
The final bell of the day rang and the kids rushed out
of the classroom and to their buses. Those of us who
lived in town and walked, ofcourse, took our sweet time.
We were going to walk home, there was no hurry.
"KASUMO, WHY ARE YOU MOVING? WHERE
ARE YOU MOVING TO?" I asked, running after him,
as the room emptied rapidly.

Kasumo didn't hear me, or pretended not to. I got
no answer to my question. So I didn't get a chance to
talk to him that afternoon. I worried about Kasumo
and Yoko all afternoon and all night long. If we were
such good friends, why hadn't Kasumo told me that
their family was moving away? Didn't he want me to
know? If not, WHY NOT?
The next day when Mrs. Pogue told us about the
reason for the party .. . that the Kakawa family was
leaving Woodlake, there were a lots of questions.
Where are the Kakawas moving to?
Kasumo didn't know. Yoko didn't know. And neither did Mrs. Pogue.
"Haven't you asked your parents where you are
moving to?" I inquired of Kasumo, "They must know."
He just shrugged his tiny shoulders, gave me a warm
smile, and said, "I don't know."

No Japs Wanted
in Woodlake
--

1
How can that be, I thought? How can somebody
be moving out of town and not know where they are
going?
"Tell me where you are moving to ••••" I begged
Kasumo, "I want your address so I can write you a
letter. I want to be your friend.''
"I Don't know," he replied, simply.
At the party the teacher spoke warmly aboutKasuma
and his sister Yoko. Some of us got a chance to speak and
say what he thought about them. There were many
unanswered questions.
At the end of the class, we said our last goodbyes.
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Who Owns The Sun?
On Tuesday, Dec. 9, 1975, while reading the San
Francisco CHRONICLE, they reported on a hearing
called in Sacramento by Assemblyman John J. Miller
(D-Oakland) to debate the question of who owns the
sun, or access to solar rays.
Apparently the Assemblyman was concerned about
his less than affluent constituents being deprived of their
fair share of sunlight. For example, a person builds a
home, then finds out that some major corporation is
going to erect a very large skyscraper next to his home,
shutting off sunlight for most of the day. What protects

the homeowner from this dilemma? Right now, nothing
The Assemblyman's committee was also concerned
about the erection of fences and the planting of large
trees which would affect the sunlight rights of his
constituents.
He recommended that the State Legislature establish a basic sunshine right and have the courts rule on
how much that right is worth in dollars and cents.
.. Sunlight must be allocated in a manner that will
balance skyscraper construction against individual property rights, the Assemblyman said, according to the S.F.
Chronicle.
Thirty-two years later, I am still losing sleep worrying about my solar rights, wondering if I am being
deprived of any of them. Zzzzzzzz. ******

Kasumo leaves Woodlake
(Cont. from Pg. 15)
And I never saw either of them again.
Soon, near the western city limits of Woodlake, on
the Visalia highway, a very large billboard was erecteby
some super patriotic idiots. Its huge 3 foot high letters
read: NO JAPS WANTED IN WOODLAKE.
We never found out who erected that sign, but it
was something that I have been ashamed of for a long
time. It was a sign of bigotry, racism and hatred that
I believe did not belong in a nice place like Woodlake.
It remained there for a long time.
Then, one day it was gone. Torn into shambles, the
wooden pieces left to rot slowly in the warm Tulare
County sun. Soon it was overrun by weeds and forgotten. Many old timers in Woodlake say that they cannot
remember that the despicable sign was there, on Millwood
Drive, just past the Presbyterian Church, near the city
limits on the highway to Visalia.
I have always wondered if they don't really remember ... or if they don't WANT to remember.
Of course I was to find out more about the situation
many, many years later. I was aware that a state of war
existed between the United States and the Empire of
Japan but I could not connect that with the Kakawas
moving out of Woodlake to an undisclosed location.
On Feb. 19, 1942, President Franklin D. Roosevelt
had issued Executive Order 9066 mandating the evacuation of all persons of Japanese descent from the west
coast of the United States. One hundred and ten thousand Americans were being moved, against their will,
simply because they were of Japanese ancestry.****

NoTe Rajes!
Feb. 7, 1972
Mr. David Sierra, Editor
THE FORUMEER
San Jose, Calif.
Dear Dave:
Congratulations on your fine dissertation in last
month's issue ofTHE FORUMEER.
We in California are not offended by the label
"Chicanos." We will continue to accept the Forumeer. In
our humble opinion, it is the best Chicano paper in the
United States. Bar none.
We hope you continue telling it like it is.
No te rajes. David.
Sinceramente,
Ben Rodriguez. Executive Secretary
American GI Forum, Dept. of California

Colon Cancer Solved
In early April2005, the highly intellectual and
greatly concerned Gilroy, California City Coucnil
declared their Santa Clara County City a COLON
CANCER FREE ZONE.
THERE! That ought to take care of THAT
problem, don't you think?
You doctors, go back to sleep. We already took
care of the problem.
First question: Is THAT the most serious
problem your citizens have, councUmembers?
Second question: Why limit yourself to colon
cancer. Why not make Gilroy a medical problems
free zone?
Third question: Why not tack on a Drugs and
Alcohol rider?

.. . ..·
..•
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LETTER:

To Tomas Alvarado

(My old friend Tomas Alvarado had disappeared from
my radar screen for many, many months. I got to
wondering where he was so I secured his address and
wrote him a letter):

E. David Sierra
44 N. Jackson Ave. F-23
San Jose, CA 95116
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every day ... mess with the internet, write memoirs,
go to the library, go to lunch at the different senior
citizen centers, watch TV (ugh!), read, read, and more
read, etc. Have vowed to lose weight by walking
around this complex and eating less, but that is very
difficult with not much else to do. Went to see Tony
Gallegos last month. He's doing very well with his
VICS project.
Aggreciate your comments and ingut on what else
to include in memoirs.
Take care, Tomas. Let me know when you're in San
Jo. --David

November 24,2006
Tomas Alvarado
Big Shot in Bushie Wushie Government
1042 Manley Drive
San Gabriel, CA 9177 6
Tomas:
Thanks for the quick response to my appeal for
your snail mail address. Enclosed are some pages
from my memoirs. Hope you find them interesting.
Remember that this is UNPUBLISHED material, for
your eyes only. Please do not make copies.

We have promised the memoirs to the Martin
Luther King Library's Chicano Studies Section on
the 5th floor. That and other materials. But not
ready to give them up just yet. Got lots more to
write.
It was nice hearing from you after all these years.
Abel finally retired me from Vida Nueva on the 15th
of October, 2006. It was time. That man is a lot
smarter than most people think he is. I was getting
tired of the job anyway, just didn't know how to quit.
I don't go to the meetings anymore because I can't
hear what is being said. My hearing has deteriorated
very badly. Sometimes Gloria communicates with me
by writing me notes. Long trips by auto have become
boring because we can't carry on the conversations we
used to.

Going to football games isn't as much fun
either. Can't hear the PA system to keep track of
what is going on.
Spending my days trying to figure out what to do

Senator Ted Kennedy
and Offshore Drilling
Those people who read much know that
some of the most humorous comments made
in America come from the mouths and pens of
our politicians. Or their appointees.
The politicians apparently spend countless hours thinking up ways to put down their
colleagues in the United States Senate and in
the House of Representatives.
One comment we remember reading recently was made by a politico who was asked
to comment on a paparazzi's photo of Senator
Ted Kennedy of Massachusetts seemingly lying atop a lady on a small boat floating in the
Atlantic Ocean off Cape Cod.
'Well, it appears to me that Senator Kennedy
has changed his position on offshore drilling,"
he said.

••••••••••••••••••••
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oftentimes determines
your altitude"
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9.17.06
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Flunking P.E.
and Spanish
Do you know anyone whose parents
were born in Mexico, who has spoken
Spanish all his life, and who has loved
sports from his early childhood ... who
flunked Physical Education and Spanish
in high school? Well, maybe that's my
claim to fame, but that's me.

A

t Woodlake High School in 1952, I had
phys ical education during 5th period,
the first period after lunc h. It was the only
period of the day when boys and girls were out for P.E.
at the same time, though we were kept separated. lf the
girl s were using the gym, we went outside to play. If we
were using the gym, they went outside. As young,
healthy American boys are wont to do, we enj oyed
showing off for the girls on those occasions when we
used the gym and the inclement weather kept the girls
in ide. They would sit in the gym and watch us do our
number on the basktball floor.

FLUNKING PHYS ED
There were three seniors in my P .E. class, Jimmie
Estrada, Bill Russell, and myself. The other fourteen
or fifteen students were freshmen and sophomores.
The PE instructor was T.C. Duncan, the Tigers'
head football coach.
He del ighted in havi ng us play games like Capture
the T ire. We would choose up sides, stand at the goal
line o f the football field, and he would place a tire at the
50 yard line. T he objective was to capture the tire and
bring it back across your goal. That's how you won the
game. Duncan had us play that game in mid-winter after
heavy rains had soaked the turf. It was wet, amigo. It
always seemed li ke the nastier the weather was, the
more T.C. D uncan wanted us to play gam es that were
"physical " and we tried to avoid them!
Since I was the team captain for my side, me and B i 11
Russell s tayed at our "headquarters " under the goal
posts and sent the freshmen and sophomores out to

c apture the tire .
Duncan would stand
in the bleac he rs,
hollering, urging us
to get involved in
capturing the tire.
We continued to plot
our s trategy and
largely ignored him.

KEEP

'EM

CLEAN
Russell and I
didn't much give a
damn who capCoach T.C. Duncan
tured the tire, and
who won. We were
concerned about other, more significant matters ....
such as, keeping our gym clothes clean and dry. You
had to report for P.E. every day with clean gym
clothes, a shirt or jersey and gym shorts. In winter,
if you washed your gym clothes and hung them in the
gym to dry, they might not dry overnite. In the
summertime, you could wash your gym clothes while
you took a shower and the next day they would be
dry.
THE SPREAD
ometimes we played fl ag football, then
Coach Duncan wanted to get involved.
He had played college football at Redlands
University. We decided early on that when he played he
was worth two draft c hoices. So, if the other senior
picked Duncan, I picked Russell and the best of the
sophomore players. Russell and I alternated at quarterback.

S

Our basic offensive formation was to flank either
Russell or I to either sideline, Duncan had to cover us
because he was the only one who could run with us.
Then it was a simple matter of running away from
the freshmen and sophomores, on the opposite side
from the flanker, or throwing a pass in the other
direction. The object was to keep Duncan away from
the football.
All we did was run Duncan to the corners of the end
zone. He had to go. Then either Russell or I ran away
from the frosh and sophomores. It was elementary
Erwin Ginsburg Fresno High football. Duncan never
touched our ball carriers.
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ne time I flanked Russell to the right
sideline. The ball was centered and I
easily ran away from the defensive players and headed around the right side and uptield.
Just as we had planned it, Duncan ran up to meet me
and grab the flag from my hip.
Russell had taken about four or five steps downfield
and then doubled back to his original position. As I
turned the end and headed into the center of the field,
Duncan came running up. Just as he approached me, I
flipped the ball sideways to Russell who took it and lit
out for the goalpost 70 yards away. Six!

ELISEO DAVID COUSY
The most amazing thing that has ever happened to
me in sports happened one day when he had us play
basketball in the gym. Mrs. Mann decided to excuse the
girls and allowed them to sit in the bleachers and watch.
I thought I was Bob Cousy that afternoon. I could not
miss. Must have scored about twenty six points. It is a
great feeling to be able to score almost at will. I appreciate what the great basketball players feel, because it
happened to me ... but just ONE time. God, it was a great
feeling!
One of the young men on the opposingteamwas a
freshmen who grew up to become a better than average
basketball player for the Tigers. We played on the
WUHS outside courts sometimes on Saturday and Sunday afternoons. Having seen me get 26 big ones in that
once-in-a-lifetime experience in P.E., 20 years later, he
was still telling people that Sierra was one helluva
basketball player.

GRUNTIN' AND GROANIN'
One time, Coach Duncan decided that we should
wrestle. He decided to start it out with the Freshmen and
Sophomores going at each other. I figured out that little
number very quickly.
I suggested to Russell that we give each other some
very menacing looks, grunt like hogs in heat, point at
each other, and stomp our feet like Sumo wrestlers.
After a few seconds of this, with the other guys laughing
their heads off, and Duncan screaming for us to get it on,
I called time out.

Then we went at it again. Russell, as we had
planned it, faked a roundhouse punch straight at my
snoot. I threw up my hands, and hit the canvas like a
sack of spuds, kicking my feet like I was having a
convulsion. The girls loved it! Lots of cheering, and
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laughs. Duncan screamed, "Sierra, get up and fight!"
I came to my feet slowly, looking around, like I was
in a daze.
"Hit him, Russell!" the coach screamed.
Russell approached me. I took a feeble punch at him,
missed, and started to spin around and around. Faster
and faster! It was a hilarious act! Finally, I spun out of
control and crashed to the canvas.

Duncan pounced on me. "What's the matter,
Sierra?" he screamed.
"I knocked myself out, coach!" I replied, giving
him my best shit-eating grin.
At that precise moment the bell rang, P .E. was over
for another day. As we were hustling into the locker
room, one of the freshmen asked, "Hey, Sierra, I thought
you were knocked out?"
"I was man," I replied, with a straight face, "but
when Duncan got up close, he woke me up. His armpits
STINK! Bad, man!"
About that "F" in P.E .. I earned it.

FLUNKING SPANISH
At Woodlake High School, Tulare County, California, USA, I had what I considered to be an excellent
Spanish teacher in Mr. Ainley. He knew about Mexico.
His kids spoke the language. He told us about the
culture, about traveling in the country. He taught us the
names of the different states in the Republic of Mexico.
He seemed to have a love for the language and the people
of our neighbors to the south.

It was a sad day for future WUHS students when
Mr. Ainley retired in 1949.
Our next Spanish teacher was a guy named Stone,
whom I understood had previously taught at Black Foxe
Military Academy near Los Angeles, a school for filthy
rich little white boys. Most of the Chicanos in the class
had no respect at all for Mr. Stone because we didn't feel
that he knew anything about Mexico, and furthermore,
that he didn't really care.
He didn't seem to have any enthusiasm for the job,
made no attempt to instill pride in our cultural and to
educate the "whities" about Mexico. I did not care for
him at all. AT ALL.
When Mr. Stone would ask a question like, "Qay
hicieron Josay y Josayfina el Domingo?", my reply
would be "Se arranaron" (they got married) when he
wanted the more proper "Se casaron" and then I would
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argue that casaron meant that they "were hunted".
Mr. Stone was not conversant in Barrio street slang,
Calo as it is called.

Mr. Stone was a joke. The poor man had probably never seen a Chicano up close until he came to
Woodlake. He didn't last long. Wherever he went,
they can have him.
Remember, too, that these were the days when you
were cautioned not to speak Spanish on the schoolgrounds
under penalty of staying after school ... or worse. But it
was allright if the Anglo kids opened the Spanish textbook and practiced their Spanish phrases on each other
as they walked on the campus. To us it didn't make a
damned bit of sense, and maybe that's why we were
always angry in Spanish class.
I don't blame Mr. Stone for flunking me. If he didn't

like my attitude, fine, because I didn't like him, and at
that point in time, I didn't care. I felt that I already spoke
all the Spanish I would ever need in this world and I
didn't figure Mr. Stone had anything to add to my
knowledge about Spanish or the Mexican culture.
So, I took his "F" graciously. And I gave him one

too ••• F --k him!
It never occurred to us in those days that no matter
what the subject was, we never had any Hispanic teachers in a school with approximately 40% of the students
whose parents spoke Spanish.
Maybe theWoodlake High School board of trustees
just couldn't find "qualified" Hispanics, but I suspect
that they probably weren't even looking. I mean you
could have found better qualified people than Mr. Stone
at any teachers college in America. They didn't dig too
deep to find him. • • • • •

Pete McCloskey at the Rose Bowl
Back in the early 80's, while watching another
exciting 4th quarter drive engineered by Stanford
quarterback John Elway at a UCLA-Stanford football game in the Rose Bowl, I was surprised to look
up from my program to find former U.S. Congressman Paul McCloskey, seated in the aisle next to my
seat.
"Why did you not want to run for Congress
again?" I asked.
"I just want to do something else with my life,"
he said.
"You're a Stanford grad, are you not?" I asked.
"Yeah. Do you live in the bay area?" he asked.
"Yep," I replied, "but I'm a Bruins fan. I used to
live down here."
"What are you going to be doing, now?" I asked,
eager to keep the conversation going.
McCloskey was really into the game. Stanford

appeared to be driving for another touchdown.
After an intercepted pass, a fumble, or something,
Stanford gave up the football. He touched me
lightly on the shoulder as he got up and walked
down the stairs, headed toward the exit.
A Stanford fan. He sounded disappointed that
there would be no miracle on this day .It was close,
but the Bruins would prevail38-35.
Elway didn't have much luck with California
teams in his senior year, also losing to USC 41-21,
and to Cal in the five-lateral Game of the Century,
25-20.
Probably the best college football quarterback
of all time, at least I think he is, but there would be
no miracle on this day, disappointing the former
Congressman and thousands of Stanford fans who
had made the trip south to see Elway's final college
game against Terry Donahue's Bruins.

To obtain a man's opinion of you, make him mad
--Oliver Wendell Holmes
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Lobo carries the flame
Sept. 1984

The Leader

Olympic Flame
carried by
Lobo the
WonderDog
by L.K. Sakalamota
(SAN JOSE)-- The official Olympic Flame, symbol
of international friendship and athletic competition,
being hand-carried from the Pelopenissian plains of
Olympia, Greece and across America to Los Angeles by
thousands of runners in a precisionally timed relay,
arrived in San Jose in the early morning hours of
Tuesday, July 17, 1984.
Carrying the flame to the steps of San Jose City Hall
was none other than Lobo The W onderDrog, the heralded ex-resident of Vida Nueva.
esplenden~ in his official . red, white and
blue runntng outfit, a VIda Nueva Big
Green Latin Village Machine baseball cap,
and sporting official FastMutt running shoes, Lobo
received a tumultuous ovation from the early-risers who
enthusiastically applauded the Olympic Flame and its
famous bearer as he arrived at the seat of local government.
Lobo trotted in place on his arrival, chug-alugged a bottle of ice-cold Stroh's Beer handed to him
by one of his aides, and wiped his brow on his official
Olympic Towel.
He was officially welcomed by the Mayor and
various city councilpeople who availed themselves of
the opportunity to see a world-class celebrity on his first
official visit to San Jose this year.
STREETS CROWDED
Over 100,000 people lined the streets between Santa
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Clara University, where the torch stayed overnight, and
San Jose. As Lobo ran magnificently past them, they
held up signs of affection letting him know just how
much he is admired in this area, "LOBO FOR
PRESDIENT" one of the signs read. Another said,
"LOBO- MANAGE THE S.F. GIANTSf"
At Hedding and Guadalupe Expressway a group
of sorority girls from Stanford held up one reading
"WE LOVE YOU, LOBO!"
Lobo moved briskly past and on to San Jose for the
official welcome at City Hall.
He was presented with the keys to the City of San
Jose by the Mayor, who then bent over from the waist
and kissed his hand. ''Relax, homeboy, you're trying
too hard,'' Lobo whispered to Hizzoner.
"What do I do with these?" he asked aloud to
members of the world press who had gathered to cover
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the historic occasion.
"Do the keys work? .. he asked a reporter from THE
LEADER, .,Somebody already got away with the goodies! I guess they couldn't afford a glass of iced water for
me ... or they haven't heard ofLobo-ade...

PRESS CONFERENCE
Word spread like wildfire the night before the event
when it was announced during a press conference at
Antuna's that the welcoming committee had a big
surprise for the people of Santa Clara County.
The Untied Stakes Olympia Agonizing Committee
(Billy Carter, Chairman of the Board) announced there
through an interpreter since Mr. Carter does not speak
English, that Lobo The W onderDog had been selected
as one of the runners privileged to carry the official
1984 Summer Olympic Games flame through the streets
of San Jose.
"It is a privilege for US, having a world renown
celebrity like Lobo TheWonderDog agree to come here
halfway across the world to participate in this
momentuous occasion, .. said A yam Yur Fader, official
Olympic Games representative from Egypt.

egion IX Chairman David Sierra got
on the Region IX typetype system
and informed all the chapters in the
area, so that a large contingent could be on hand as
"one of ours" did his patriotic duty.
According to the C.H.P. (Chicano Hura Patrulla),

R

the Nimitz Freeway, U.S. 101 and Highway 680 were
jammed for hours prior to the arrival of the Olympic
Flame as Forumeers, their families, and friends hurried
to San Jose to welcome Lobo on one of his infrequent
visits to the home of his early triumphs.

Vida Nueva chartered a bus to take the residents
to the scene so that they could see their camarada
Lobo once again.
Many members of the American GI Forum were on
hand, even at the early hour of 6:30AM to see the
passing of the flame. One GI Forum chapter set up a
hospitality room in the parking lot of a large bank in the
downtown area, complete with live music, dancing
girls, and leather-padded armchairs, to welcome Lobo
and his aides to San Jose, the official Stock Investment
City of the 1984 Summer Olympics.
Many of Lobds friends came by, including some
governmental bigwigs, business and community leaders, members of the local news media who never pass up

a free drink, and assorted mutts from the eastside,
including Tyrone, Jr.
orne people who had criticized Lobo The
WonderDog in the past tried to sneak into
the area but were unceremoniously 86'd by
security guards from Alanis Patrol.
.. The audacity!.. Que no tienen verguenza! Who
invited them? Who needs these idiots? .. one of Lobo's
aides asked.

S

UNIVERSITY HONORS
At San Jose State University he was greeted by a
large crowd gathered in front of the administration
building. Overhead were large signs borrowed by the
university from San Jose GI Forum for the occasion-.. BARS CLOSE AT 6 PM
ELECT ELI
SANDOVAL CHAIRMAN! ..... CINCO DE MAYO,
MAY 5, 1984...
The school band played .. Mary Had a Little Lamb".
then they played it again. And again. And again.
II

• • • •

II

"That is the only song we know," the band director apologized to the reporters and to the crowd.
Everyone seemed to understand. After all, it ain't
Stanford. Hundreds of cheering spectators let out a loud
roar as Lobo hove into view, many of them having
waited hours to see the Legendary Lobo (eat your heart
out, Andy Diaz).
obo The WonderDog inspired lots of
patriotism from young and old alike,
some people bursting spontaneously into
song-- .. America the Beautiful, ....The Battle Hymn of
the Republic, .. were some of the songs being sung by
blue-eyed blondes while one Chicano who had obviously stopped at the Latin Village on his way downtown
sang .. Ya No Quiero Ser Borracho! .. at the top of his
voice as Lobo trod slowly past.
Hundreds of cameras snapped pictures of him, and
truck-mounted television cameras from stations in the
bay area and from the major networks and the European
press accompanied his leisurely trot through the streets
of San Jose and audio-visually recorded every step for
posterity.
As he concluded his run, more than four dozen
microphones held by assembled newsmen from around
the globe were thrust toward him so that he could give
an anxiously awaiting world the benefit of his wisdom
and to proclaim his love for his country.

L

GRECIAN GREETINGS
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"I bring greetings to you Pruneheads from thegracious
and cultured people of Greece," he said, "Thank you for
so enthusiastically meeting the Olympic Flame. I want
to give a special greeting to my camaradas at Vida
Nueva on the eastside. Hola, camaradas!"
ow ... some of you may think that com
ing back to Coyote North must be bor
ing for a world class raconteur like myself,
but au contraire," he said, "I have many friends here and
it's always a pleasure to come here. I only wish that I had
gotten here before someone cleaned out the safe at San
Jose City Hall."

N

"I noticed as I ran by, that the signs at Montgomery Theater are differently spelled -- one says Theater and one says Theatre. I do not want to see that
again on future visits to this beautiful city. FIX IT,
Mr. Mayor!" Lobo admonished.
"Also, the streets have too many holes. Where are
our street crews? I have also noticed that traffic is getting
unbearable in this valley. You must do so meting about
it NOW before San Jose becomes another Manhattan.
Again, thank you for coming out to say hello to me and
to greet the Olympic Flame. You can be sure that the
1984 games are going to be the greatest spectacle in the
history of athletic competition ... unless Miss America
volunteers to do her number on the floor of the L.A.
Coliseum. Now ... on to Los Angeles, the cantinas on
Sunset Blvd., and the 28th Olympiad of the modem era!"

"That's the 23rd Olympiad, Lobo!" a newsman
corrected The WonderDog.
"Not for me," he replied humbly.
(Lobo The WonderDog had already competed
unattached in five Olympic Games before the U.S.
Government found out about them in 1896).
Then Lobo said the same words again, in Spanish.
Then in Russian, in German, in Japanese, in Mongolian,
in Chinese, in Alaskan, in Dutch, in Okie-Arkie, in
Arabic, in Hebrew, in Latin, in Hawaiian, in Tex-Mex,
in Icelandish, in Italian, in Creole, in Puerto Rican, in
Broken English, and in Calo so that ALL his legion of
admirers would understand his historic words spoken as
he accomplished another successful mission.

ARDENT ADMIRERS
Many beautiful women rushed the podium at the
conclusion of his address, seeking his autograph, his
pawprint on items of clothing they held in their hands,
and all reached out to touch him. One persistent beauty
approached Lobo and insisted on a more personal greet-
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ing.
"Please, puh-leeze Lobo, give me a kiss!" she
pleaded, offering up her pouted lips.
Lobo turned his eyes to the pavement, being the
sensitive and shy person that he is.

"Please, Lobie ••• Please! I've heard so much
about you! I just can't go on like this anymore unless
you kiss me!"
Unable to let the poor girl face a lifetime of suffering
(and a possible broken heart) and having nothing more
to do officially now that his running stint was over,
Lobo grasped her firmly around the waist and crushed
her mouth with his.
"Eat your heart out, Julio Iglesias," he winked
toward the press section. The vivacious blonde fainted.

L

obo crooked his finger and summoned
a nearby Rent-A-Chota from the uni
versity, passed the lady gently to him,
and moved away onto the official platform.
"Thanks for coming to San Jose, Lobo!" one university official exclaimed, "You've really made the day for
me! This is the most excitement we've had around here
since that City Hall aide put prune juice in the City
Council's water cooler. I've waited for this moment for
many years! Can I have your autograph? Please! ... For
my grandson!"
Lobo, of course, obliged.

GREATS MEET LOBO
Then Lobo The WonderDog received the thanks of
all the university and public officials present for his
patriotic devotion to America, and was introduced to
past Olympic medal winners from San Jose State.
Then he was presented an honorary Humanities
degree by the president of the university, (which he
stuffed into his back pocket). Lobo gave her a color
photo of himself to hang in the S.J.S. administration
building lobby. He shook her hand, kissed all the female
cheerleaders, punched out a male cheerleader trying to
kiss HIM, and then melted into the crowd and hurried
off to greet his friends and admirers at the official
hospitality center set up by his "homies" in the San Jose
GIForum.

As the mid-day sun burned directly overhead,
Lobo was last seen drawing down a beer, fighting off
females wanting to touch him, and striding forcefully south toward Madrone and the next official
stop for the Olympic Flame. • • • • •
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Jose Jimenez, Mexicano,
United States Marine Corps,
Medal of Honor Recipient

Jose Jimenez was born in Mexico City. His
early days were spent in Morelia, Michoacan.
After he came to the United States he attended elementary and high school in Arizona, graduating fron1 Santa Cruz Valley
High School, Eloy, Arizona in 1968.

-~ :

ime nez enlisted in the U.S. Marine Corps
Reserve in Phoenix on June 6, 1968. On
August 12, 1968 he was discharged from the
re crves so that he could join the regular Marine Corps.
He received his basic training at Camp Pendleton, Calif.
and was sent to Vietnam in Feb., 1969.
On August 28, 1969, while participating in an action
against the enemy, Lance Cpl. Jose F. Jimenez was
ki lled in action.

J

He was awarded the Congressional
Medal of Honor posthumously.
Lance Corporal Jose F. Jimenez became
the first alien member of the United States
Marine Corps to be awarded the nation's
hi ghest award for valor.
.Jose .Jimenez nacio Mexicano y murio
M exicano.

Police the World
We Americans h ave no commission
from God to police the world .
--Benja min Harrison, 1888

..
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.Judge Gerald Chargin Remarks in Court:

''You are lower than animals and haven't
the right to live in organized society ---just
miserable, lousy, rotten people.''
--Judge GeraldS. Chargin
EDITOR'SNOTE: In September 1969, Santa Clara
County Superior Court Judge GeraldS. Chargin, sitting
on the bench during an incest trial of a young boy of
Mexican ancestry, made some very inflammatory and
racist remarks. Below is the transcript of the proceedings exactly as they were taken by court reporter Susan
K. Strahm, C.S.R.:
STATEMENTS OF THE COURT
HE COURT: There is some indication
that you more or less didn't think that it
was against the law or was improper. Haven't
you had any moral training? Have you and your family
gone to church?
THE MINOR: Yes, sir.
THE COURT: Don't you know that things like
this are terribly wrong? This is one of the worst
crimes that a person can commit. I just get so disgusted that I just figure what is the use? You are just
an animal. You are lower than an animal. Even
animals don't do that. You are pretty low.
I don't know why your parents haven't been able to
teach you anything or train you.
Mexican people, after 13 years of age, it's perfectly
all right to go out and act like an animal. It's not even
right to do that to a stranger, let alone a member of your
own family. I don't have much hope for you. You will
probably end up in State's Prison before you are 25, and
that's where you belong, anyhow. There is nothing much
you can do.
I think you haven't got any moral principles. You
won't acquire anything. Your parents won't teach you
what is right or wrong and won't watch out.
Apparently, your sister is pregnant; is that right?
THE MINOR'S FATHER: Yes.

T

THE COURT: It's a fine situation. How old is she?
THE MINOR'S FATHER: Fifteen.
THE COURT: Well, probably she will have a half a
dozen children and three or four marriages before she is
18.
The County will have to take care of you. You are no
particular good to anybody. We ought to send you out of
the country ... send you back to Mexico. You belong in
prison for the rest of your life for doing things of this
kind. You ought to commit suicide. That's what I think
of people of this kind.
You are lower than animals and haven't the right
to live in organized society --- just miserable, lousy,
rotten people.
here is nothing we can do with you.
You expect the County to take care
of you. Maybe Hitler was right. The animals
in our society probably ought to be destroyed because
they have no right to live among human beings. If you
refuse to act like a human being, then, you don't belong
among the society of human benings.
MR. LUCERO: Your Honor, I don't think I can
sit here and listen to that sort of thing.
THE COURT: You are going to have to listen to it
because I consider this a very vulgar, rotten human
being.
MR. LUCERO: The court is indicting the whole
Mexican group.
THE COURT: When they are 10 or 12 years of age,
going out and having intercourse with anybody without
any moral training-- they don't even understand the Ten
Commandments. That's all. Apparently, they don't want
to.
So if you want to act like that, the County has a
system of taking care of them. They don't care about

T
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that. They have no personal self-respect.
R. LUCERO: The court ought to
look at this youngster and deal with
this youngster's case.
THE COURT: All right. That's what I am going to
do. The family should be able to control this boy and the
young girl.

M

MR. LUCERO: What appals me is that the court
is saying that Hitler was right in genocide.
THE COURT: What are we going to do with the
mad dogs of our society? Either we have to kill them or
send them to an institution or place them out of the hands
of good people because that's the theory -- one of the
theories of punishment is if they get to the position that
they want to act like mad dogs, then, we have to separate
them from our society.
Well, I will go along with the recommendation. You
will learn in time or else you will have to pay for the
penalty with the law because the law grinds slowly but
exceedingly well.
If you are going to be a law violator -- you have to
make up your mind whether you are going to observe the
law or not. If you can't observe the law, then, you have
to be put away.

EDITOR'S NOTE:

Monday Morning
Quarterbacking: Why didn't anyone think to ask
that an alcohoVdrug test be taken by Judge
Chargin to ascertain if he was sitting on the
bench in a drunken state of mind?
Many Chicano and other organizations made
a concentrated effort to get Chargin off the
bench. The end results? Nada. He was transferred to a court in Palo Alto until the heat
cooled off. Then to add insult to injury, ran and
was re-elected to his seat.
May you and "your" kind rot in hell. judge!
--E. David Sierra

Forgotten Insult
An injury is much sooner forgotten

than an insult.
--Lord Chesterfield

Lon Guy
Leaves Home
Lon Guy was a rebelious 12-year old white kid who
lived across Lemona Alley from the Sierras when we
were growing up in Woodlake. One morning his younger
brother Bennie told me that Lon Guy had not come home
the night before.
"I think he ran away from home," Bennie said.

W

ithin forty-eight hours, Lon Guy
was found by the police in nearby
Visalia wandering the streets of their
city, and he was brought back home, tired, hungry,
but defiant as ever. He got a good licking from his
father, of course, but became an instant hero to all
the kids in the neighborhood.
He regaled us with stories about "surviving on the
streets, all by myself' for days. We, of course, plied him
with questions, curious, wanting to know what he had
done when he ran away from home.
Q: Why had he run away from home?
A: Just to do it.
Q: How did you get to Visalia?
A" Hitchhiked.
Q: What did you eat?
A: Stole food from the Safeway Store, met some
kids who staked him to a free meal at restaurants.
Q: How were you going to support yourself?
A: Work. He had had a few offers of employment,
but when the!@#%@ cops caught him he hadn't decided which job to take.
Q: Where did you sleep?
A: On a bench, in the park near the Oval Drive-In on
North Court Street.
Q: What did you do all night long?
A: That question brought forth a plethora of information. Adventures galore! It seemed like his days and
nights were continuous adventures, living a country
boy's dreams. For days, practically every word he uttered was about some adventure he had had while he was
"on the street", as he put it.

All the Limonera kids were very impressed. It
took a lot of guts to defy Lon Guy's father and run
away from home. His older brothers, too, were upset
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that he had defied their father, a very pious man who
believed in bringing his kids up soundly immersed in
the revivalist tent religion they had chosen.
Lon Guy had met a very beautiful young lady, who
of course, allowed him to explore her nubile body; some
guys who belonged to a motorcycle gang who instantly
made him a member because he was tough like they
were; an older man who offered to give him a room and
help him financially if he chose not to go back home to
Woodlake; some thugs who were trying to rape a young
lady but he intervened and ran them off, after which, of
course, she shared her charms with him. The stories
went on and on and on and on.
e were afraid to ask exactly what
it was that Lon Guy and the grate
ful girl had done. We dido 't know for
sure, and we dido 't ask. But it sure sounded like he
had had a very enjoyable time!
"You kids are too young," he shrugged it off.
I never questioned Lon Guy's "adventures" until
many years later when I was relating his stories to an
older person, who listened for a long time and then
asked me, "Have you ever stopped to think that he
couldn't have possibly done ALL THAT in 48 hours?
Impossible."
THUD ! Another one of my boyhood heroes
shot down in flames. • • • • •

W

EDITOR'S NOTE: How did Lon Guy tum
out as an adult? Dead. He was drafted into the
Army at the beginning of the Korean War.
About a year later there was a short article
in the Fresno BEE. Lon Guy and another
soldier were AWOL from their army base
somewhere in the southern U.S.
Arrested and being taken back to the base
and to the stockade Lon Guy and the other
soldier attacked the MP's and Lon Guy was
shot. Dead. Finis. • • • • •

Q:
Is working a crossword puzzle the
quickest and best possible IQ test?
--E. David Sierra

Every Young
Man Should:
• Know Culture and History of his
Ethnic Group
• Read the Bible
• Have a Hobby
• Play a Musical Instrument
• Know History of his State and
Country
• Read Daily Newspaper
• How to Dance
• Shop for Groceries
• Basic Auto Maintenance
• Read a Road Map
• How Government Works and how
he can use it when he needs it.
•Cook
• Figure Out Percentages
•Swim
• Be Courteous
• Appreciate Poetry
• Use Computers and the Internet
• Read Dictionary and Thesaurus
• Use the Library
• Listen Carefully to Elders, Children,
and Those he Dislikes.

Learn More
"You will learn more by
agreeing in the main
with others and entering
into their trains of thinking,
than by contradicting and
urging them to extremities."
--Jonathan Swift
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Our Dog
Hitler
As we were wont to do in the early 70's, many San
Jose and South San Jose GI Forum members huno-0 out
at Jimmie Garcia's Barber Shop on South 3rd Street and
San Fernando, engaging in lots of discussions on any
and all subjects. No subject was out of bounds: sports,
politics, warfare, anthropology, world travel, geography ... even medicine since we knew so much about it.
ne day while reading the San Francisco
CHRONICLE, I ran across the photo at
right and that guy in the middle looked
su piciously like E. David Sierra, a groundpounding
warrior if our country ever had one. I clipped out the
picture and showed it to J.B. and then JB called Fred
Al anis and told him that he had uncovered evidence that
David Sierra was just being bashful about telling war
stories, but that he had indeed served.
When Fred saw the photo, he howled with laughter, "That damned sure as hell looks like you, E.
David! You look like you could occupy countries all
by your·self! Why didn't you tell us? "
I let the laughs go on for awhile and then admitted
that, of course, it wasn't me, and that I had never been in
the service. That launched another long discussion
about the Great War and the roles we had played in it.
Later that night, after many cold beers had gone
down the tube, Fred mentioned that all of his brothers,
including himself, had served in the armed forces of the
United States.
"The Alanis fami ly has done its share for this
country!" he boasted.
Jimmie Garcia snapped to attention,inte1j ecting,
"Cpl. James Bellman Garcia, 2nd Division, United
States Marine Corps, reporting for duty, Sir!" and
snapped off a sharp salute to former U.S.Navy seaman
Alan is.
"I didn't see any of your family on Guadalcanal ,
Fred!" he said, "I didn't see them on the banks of the
Tenaru River , and helping me defend Henderson Field
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THE WARRIOR, dark glasses.
against those 6-foot tall Japanese Imperial Marines !
"I didn'tsee any of them on the beach atPelilu, or
at Iwo Jima!
"Where were they, Fred ... at the post office
waiting for a letter from their congressman so they
could go home to mommy?"
"The goddarnned Marines are just a police force for
the Navy, J.B.! When a Marine platoon hits the beach
they bring 2 rifles, 14 cameras, a six pack, and ten
medics!" he said.
"Any Marine can whip four swabbies, que no, JB?"
I asked.
"Hell , yes!" replied Jimmie, and pointing at Fred, he
added, "And six of those !"
We both enjoyed a good laugh on Fred.
"Fred, you were a telegraph operator, que no?" I
asked.
"That's right, sweetheart, we heard the important news even before the Admiral! HE didn't tell US
what was going on, or what Pearl Harbor or Washington wanted ... WE TOLD HIM!"
"Fred," I opined, "the radio room is about the safest
place you can be on a ship, I think. The only spot I can
think of that would be safer would be between the
Admiral's hairy balls, because the Navy is gonna protect
his ass!"
"The Marines protect his hairy ass !" laughed Alanis.
JB and the guys listening all enjoyed a good laugh.
As the laughing died down , Alanis asked me what in
the hell the Sierra family had done in World War II.
"My brother Ted served in the U.S. Army, in the
PhjJ]i pines and Japan after the war ended." I said, "that's
(Cont. on Pg 29)

·~.
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My Retirement Dinner, El Excentrico Magazine
And he reached into his pocket and pulled out a bag
I had given EL EXCENTRICO magazine publisher
of cashews, plopped them on the bar in front of me, and
Humberto Garcia Sr. two months notice that I was
brought out a small pencil and a piece of paper, on which
resigning as Assistant Editor. I was working full-time
he wrote ... 'It is 10:14 PM.'
for Hillis Printing Company and I
felt that Gloria and I could get
"Enjoy your retirement!"
E. DAVID SIERRA
Humberto laughed.
along with my salary and hers. We
ASSISTANT
EDITOR
"Humberto," I began,
didn'treally need the "munificent"
"If I get a bag of cashews,
$30 monthly thatEL EX was paysome cold draft beer, and a
ing me to work part time.
note with the correct time on
On my last day as his Assistant
it for fifteen years of service
Editor, Humberto Garcia and I
to EL EXCENTRICO, what
were discussing an appropriate cerwould I have gotten if I had
15
YEARS
emony to mark my "retirement"
stayed with El Excentrico
from his publication. He was in a
OF SERVICE
for ... say ... 30 years?"
very good mood, and so was I.
"TWO BAGS OF CASHAfter we had put that week's
EWS!" He laughed ... "AND THE
edition to bed, we retreated to a few short beers in his
NOTE WRITTEN IN INK!"
kitchen. We ran out of beer and decided to go to the
We both laughed until there
Piedmont Hotel, a small bar owned by Marcy Zamora
were tears corning out of our eyes.
at the end of the street by the old Food M achinery Plant
It
was a sad day, parting with that
on Julian Street.
old man. I sure learned a lot from
There, sitting on a bar stool, Humberto came up with
Humberto Garcia, about the puban appropriate send-off present for his Assistant Editor.
"My boy, " he began, "If you were an assistant editor
lishing business and about people.
He was the essence of the word Craftsman. • • • • •
at IBM or the Wall Street Journal, they would probably
invite you to dinner at a fancy restaurant and give you
a fancy gold watch. But, this is El Excentrico, so ... "

Our Dog Hitler
(Cont from Pg 28)
all," I said.
"The Alanis fami ly did more AT HOME than your
family did overseas," he said.

"Now ... what in the hell did your people do for
the war effort in Keeler, California, Fred?" I asked,
curious to know just what you could do to fight the
Nazis, the Fascists, and the Japanese from a Godforsaken village near Death Valley, Calif.
"We NAMED OUR DOG HITLER, sweetheart,
THAT'S WHAT!" he exclaimed, and rose to his feet,
gave us a stiff one-fingered Rockefeller salute, and
staggered out into the night, bound for home.
We laughed so hard we almost wet our underwear.
•••••

Shave his Ass!
Some of the guys at Aeromotive Metal Products in
San Jose were having lunch. I mentined that I had been
reading a book and it said that if you are very ugly you
will not be admitted to Army, Navy or the Air Force
academies.

That kicked off a discussion of ugly people. Some
of the guys talked about people they knew and about
some of their children that were really ugly.
The discussion went on and on with each guy trying
to outdo the other person in defining "ugly."
My friend Bill said that he had a neighbor with a
very, very ugly child.
"Homely as hell," he said. "Ifl had a dog that looked
like that, I'd shave his ass and teach him how to walk
backward!"
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HAVE YOU EVER BEEN TO
MEXICO?
No? Why not? Apprehensive
because you do not know what it is
like? Have you heard too many
"horror" stories from Gringos who
have gone down there and said that
they would never go back because
"you just can't find a K-Mart when
you need one."
THE HORROR STORIES
Before Gloria and I made a trip down there in
1972 I had similar fears. I had heard (and repeated)

the story about the American tourists on their way to
Mexico City who stopped near a very inviting beach
and had a picnic. Returning to their car they were
shocked to see it surrounded by a motley crew of
young men, one of whom had taken one of the tires
off the tourists' car. The young man with the tire was
standing about 100 yards away from the car.
The gringos approached, and told him, "Get
away from our carl"
The Mexicans, all of them , just smiled.
"Meester,: the one holding the tire sho uted,
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"Bring my tire back!" the eldest Gringo shouted,
"I am not going to pay for what's mine. I'll call the
police!"
"Are you SURE you don't want the tire, Amigo? I
geev you time to theenk about it. I cannot use it. It don't
feet my burro! If YOU don't want it, I put a boolet in eet
and throw it in thees barranca!"
fter consulting with his wife and childrent,
the Gringo forked over $50 dollars Ameri
can, and got his tire back. The Mexicans
grac iously offered to help him mount it on the car, but he
refused. Then the gringos got into their car and roared
off in a cloud of dust, and did not stop until they were
safely into another state.
I had also heard the story told by a Mexican American in San Jose who said he and his teenaged kids and
wife were driving to Mexico City. They stopped at a
smaJJ roadside stand somewhere south of Guaymas to
buy some taquitos as an afternoon snack. The taquitos
were very delicious and, best of all, only 75 cents each,
plus $2.00 for four soft drinks, a total of $11.00.
"We'll stop

A

and eat some
moreofthemon
the way back,"
he said as they
moto red off
down the coast.
Two weeks
later they were
on their way
home when the
kids suggested
that my friend
pull off the
highway in
Guaymas so
they could eat.
He reminded
them of the
taquitos place
and said that
they would
stop there.
They got
out of the car,
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approached the stand and ordered 12 taquitos, three
each, and soft drinks. The bill came to $22.00. My friend
was astounded and asked why the taquitos cost 75 cents
two weeks ago and they are 1.50 now.
"You are going home now, amigo. I may never see
you again, my friend ... You want me to have something
to remember you by ... que no, amigo?" the taco vendor
said simply.
Anyway, I had heard the stories, I believed them.
And decided then and there that I did not need to go to
Mexico. EVER.

WE DECIDE TO GO
In 1972, Gloria and I were in San Antonio, Texas,
walking near the river, marveling at all the brown faces
all over the place. We wondered what it must be like in
Mexico City? Or Guadalajara? Or Quere taro? Or
Morelia!
Finally, we made up our minds that the following
summer we would go . My first step was to search
through used book stores for magazine articles, trave l
books, and maps of Mexico. I wanted to know as much

~,~~~~~~~~~~IQ~~;:~~~~~=;~~~~~~~ii~~(.;~~~

MEXICAN ART-- Mexican artist shows his work at the Fiestas Patrias art festival in San
Jose, Calif. Aztec Calendar he has drawn was inspired by the original on display in the
Museo de Antropologia in Mexico City. (Photo by AI Castellano).
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In 1972 we decided to go to Mexico. My wife Gloria
wanted to see her girl friend Maria Elena who lived in
Guadalajara, so I began planning our trip.
y friend Jimmie Garcia recommended a
travel agent in Mountain View and we
went to see him. (Mistake No. 1). He
booked us on American Airlines from San Francisco to
Mexico city non-stop. It was not until we had paid our
money and received our tickets in the mail that we found
out that American flies from San Francisco to DALLAS,
and then to Mexico City. About 1,000 miles out of the
way! To make a long story short, we left San Francisco
early in the morning and arrived in Mexico City late at
night.
The travel agent advised us to make room reservations in Mexico City through them (Mistake No. 2) and
they booked us into the Holiday Inn Zona Rosa at $39
per night. The room was big enough to have three
television sets, five telephones, and more room than we
could possibly ever use. AND a malfunctioning air
conditioning system which never let the temperature
above 50 degrees! It was C-0-L-D, amigo!
If I were going to do it again? Find an airline that flies
direct from the bay area to Mexico City. Book a Mexican
hotel at least for the first night, so you don't have to
worry about finding a place to stay when you arrive,
probably tired and hungry. Stay in Mexican hotels, not
the American Sheratons, Ramada Inns, or Holiday Inns.
They are more reasonably priced, offer the same excellent service, and you'll probably enjoy their entertainment more.
On our first night in Mexico City we dumped our
luggage atop the beds in our room and went to La Cueva
del Jaguar cocktail lounge for a drink. They had a trio
playing romantic ballads. Very restful. After an hour,
they were replaced by a marimba band. Very nice too. A
change of pace.
MR. DE CORDOVA AND PARTY
e had been drinking for about forty five
minutes when a group of five or six well
dressed men entered the lounge and took
seats at a large table near the bar. A few minutes later the
waiter approached our table with two drinks and told us
they were compliments of"Ellicenciado Antonio Bosque
de Cordova." I looked in his direction and mouthed a
quiet 'thank you' and nodded my head.

M
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When Gloria and I finished our drinks, I mo-

tioned for the waiter to bring us two more and then
asked him to take drinks to Mr. de Cordova and his
party. While he was bringing our order I left the
lounge and went to the restroom down the hallway.
One of Mr. de Cordova's friends followed me into
the restroom, introduced himself as Mr. de Cordova's
friend and asked me who I was. I answered, "Yo soy
Eliseo Talavera de Sierra, de San Jose, California, a sus
ordenes."

He asked me if I had a business card and I
produced one which identified me as Editor of The
Forumeer, Official Publication of the American GI
Forum.
After I returned to the cocktail lounge, the friend of
de Cordova came to our table and said that Mr. de
Cordova would like to make my acquaintance. I went to
meet him, shook hands, received one of his cards, and
we said our goodbyes. A short while later the de Cordova
group left the cocktail lounge.
ne of the delights of visiting Mexico was
watching a Boston Patriots football game
on television and listening to the narration
in Spanish. Apparently they were televising the game
because of Jim Plunkett being Mexican, or maybe they
were playing Dallas, I forget. I know they televise all
Dallas Cowboys game into Mexico City.
After three days in the Aztec capital, walking up and
down El Paseo de Ia Reforma, surely one of the most
beautiful metropolitan avenues in the world, seeing the
Museo de Antropologia and the Museum of Natural
History, Chapultepec Park, the Pyramids, the University of Mexico, and a first class nightclub show at Hotel
Alameda, we were ready to leave for Guadalajara.

0

RENTING A CAR
After a delicious red snapper and wine lunch in one
of the more fashionable restaurants in the Zona Rosa we
were really in no hurry to leave Mexico City. We
lingered for a long while over lunch. One of the quaint
touches about dining in Mexico is that street vendors are
allowed to come inside the restaurant and hawk their
wares to patrons while they enjoy their meal. If you don't
want to be bothered by them, the waiters will keep them
at bay, but if you don't mind talking to them, no one
seems to mind that they are trying to make a living.
Marcos, the young man at the car rental agency at the
Holiday Inn, was very personable and quite interested in
the United States. He was a part-time student at the
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University ofMexico.lt was shortly after Mexico made
its huge oil discovery near Tampico and President Ford
was due down there to visit with Mexican President
Portillo to discuss how the Yankees might get their
hands on some of Mexico's newly discovered oil.
e began our conversation there, because
as the young man put it, "Your car isn't
quite ready yet, sir!"
Finally, after conversing for a little over an hour, he
informed me that the car was ready but that we would
have to walk three blocks to another hotel to pick it up.
After walking briskly through the midday Mexico City
pedestrian traffic, we arrived at the other hotel, and
found out that the car wasn't QUITE ready.

W

I invited Marcos to join me in the cocktail lounge
of the hotel for a short beer. We had more than one.
FinaUy, the short hand on my watch was creeping
toward 3 PM when Marcos walked out of the lounge
and to the car rental desk of the hotel to inquire once
more about my car.
"Todavia no," he said resignedly.
"Dos mas," I told the barkeep. And Marcos and I
bent some more elbow.
Finally, at about 15 minutes of four he came back
from another trip to the desk and informed me that
everything was ready. I signed the necessary papers, got
the keys, and drove Marcos back to the hotel where
Gloria had been waiting patiently since 1 PM.

LOST IN THE TRAFFIC
Maybe it was the Mexico City gloriettas, maybe in
Mexico the sun doesn't rise in the east and set in the west,
maybe the Aztec Gods were punishing me for having
neglected to visit their historic land for so long, or
maybe, just maybe, Marcos and I had one too many
Bohemias.
hatever ••• I was soon driving in the
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vicinity of the floating gardens of
Xochimilco, and I KNEW from perusing many, many maps of the area that I was on the
wrong side of Mexico City to be bound for
Guadalajara by the route I wanted to take.
After wandering through the labyrinth of the floating gardens parking lot, I found the main highway and
decided to go back to Mexico City.
"Let's try again tomorrow," I said to Gloria, pointing
the car toward downtown Mexico City, and a hotel.

''You are becoming a good Mexican,'' she said.
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Too Much Madera?
Two vatos locos were sitting in church listening to the Father expound on the many miracles
wrought by Jesus Christ.
Finally, exasperated, one of the vatos got up
and began to shuffle up the aisle and out of the
building, shaking his head, "Ya me aguite! Chale
con usted, Jefe!
"Como le DAS MADERA A ESE VATO!"

We found a hotel in the zona rosa near the Holiday
Inn where we had stayed the night before. That evening
we had dinner in the dining room of the hotel, and it
became an adventure. Delicious food, pleasant background music, and attentive waiters. Also, more Bohemia.
t about 9 PM, a smartly attired Mariachi
entered the cocktail lounge adjacent to the
dining room, playing "Que Suerte La Mia",
one of my favorite songs, and Gloria indicated to the
waiter that we wanted to listen to the mariachi. Dicho y
hecho. Another waiter came to help him and they picked
up our table and quietly moved it to a comer of the
cocktail lounge so we could continue eating our dinner
and enjoying our drinks .... and listen to the mariachis!
Many renditions of "El Rey," and "Que Te Vaya
Bonito" and "La Que Se Fue" later, we agreed to turn in
for the night, and try to find the right road to Guadalajara
the next day.

A

AN EARLY BREAKFAST
The following morning we arose about 7 AM, packed
our suitcases, and went across the street to small cafe for
breakfast.
"Buenos dias!" the man pushing a broom said to us
as we entered the tiny restaurant.
"Buenos dias, we replied.
We took a seat in the restaurant and waited. And
waited. there seemed to be no one about, so we asked the
broom pusher if the restaurant was open for business.
II Si, senor! II he replied
About a half hour later he approached us with two
menues in hand, gave each of us a menu, and asked if we
wished a cup of coffee.
IISi."
11
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We Saw The Globetrotters Lose a Game!
How many people do you know who can honestly say they saw the Harlem Globetrotters LOSE a
basketball game? Well, we did.
Gloria and I went to the San Francisco Cow
Palace to watch the Globetrotters take on a team of
college all stars. I remember that the College All
Stars had a guy named Welch from USC and another
pretty fair player from Wake Forest. Do the names
Rosenthal, Welch, and Hemric ring a bell?
The All Stars did not roll over for the Globies the
way theWashington Generals did every night. They
.played serious basketball.
The game got very rough when the Globetrotters

We had gone through three cups of coffee before he
took our order.
"Make it simple," was Gloria's only bit of advice,
because by now she was a little pushed out of shape by
all the delays.
The cook and waitress finally arrived. The broom
pusher had been bluffing us for at least an hour. We ate
hurriedly, paid the tab, and left, shaking our heads.
Welcome to Mexico, Amigo!

After leaving the restaurant we wondered why
we had gone there in the first place. We were supposed to be in a hurry, and yet wondered why •.. we're
on vacation. We are not on a time schedule!
Out on the street as we headed for our car, a young
man approached and asked if we were interested in an
English language newsaper.
"Si," I replied, took one, and handed him a Mexican
peso.
DESTINATION MORELlA
e drove south along Mexico Highway 15
toward Toluca. We passed Zitacuaro,
Zacapu, Zamora, and Sahuayo on the
way to Guadalajara via the southerly route.
We stopped at a large supermakret in Toluca to do
some shopping, for fruits and vegetables, lunch meat
and bread, and bottles of fresh water.
While we were driving way out in the countryside
we came upon a small stone corral, inside of which was
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realized that the collegians wanted to win the game
as much as they did. There was lots of shoving and
pushing in the keyhole and around the baskets.
Many fouls were called. The refs were threatening to
throw some players out of the game.
What I don't remember is what year it was, but it
must have been in the early 60's. The collegians won
and we were stunned. It's not that the Globetrotters
were invincible. They had lost other games. It was
just that we didn't expect them to lose that one. We
figured the College All Stars coach was going to use
all his players so the crowd could see them all play,
but he went for the victory ... AND GOT IT! Look
it up. • • • • •

an exhibit of pottery. The sign outside read: Entrada $5
Pesos. We parked our car and were standing alongside
the road looking over the stones at the merchandise
when an elderly man approached us and said that we
would have to pay the $5 pesos fee to look at the
merchandise. We decided to pass on this one, got back
into our car, and continued our journey to Sahuayo.
n the outskirts of Sahuayo we saw a sight
which disgusted Gloria completely. Two
men were riding burros and behind them
were two women laden with huge bundles of firewood.
"That's what we need in America," I said, "to keep the
women in their place."
"BULL----!" said Gloria.
We arrived in Morelia late in the afternoon, tired but
excited at the beautfiul countryside over which we had
just driven. The town square was already beginning to
fill up with people, some seated on the park benches and
others doing the traditional courtship walk, boys walking in one direction and the young girls accompanied by
stone-faced chaperones in the other.
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The boys hope to make eye contact with the
young ladies and say something witty, or wink at
them, or pass them notes. The chaperones do not
miss a thing.
Before going to look for a hotel we drove around
downtown Morelia for a while, and then decided to gas
up the car because we did not know if the gas stations
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would be open early when we planned to leave the next
morning.
As we drove into a station, a young boy about 10
years old approached and said brightly, "Se lo lleno,
senor?"

"Si, "I replied. It is a word you hear often in
Mexico. Si means Yes in Spanish. It also means
Maybe. It can also mean NO. I learned THAT on this
trip to Mexico.
got out to stretch a bit and to observe the young
boy at work. After he had pumped as much gas
as the tank of the Plymouth would hold, he
jerked the hose away from the gas tank and started to
walk back to the pump. Then he gave me a funny look
and returned with the hose, stuck it into the gas tank
again and pushed the trigger. Gasoline came spilling out
of the hose and onto the cement driveway.
"Porque le echa mas gasolina si ya esta lleno el
tanque?" I asked.
"Yo no soy filosofo ... soy comerciante," he replied
very seriously.

I

EL VELADOR
We drove up to a small hotel nestled against the
mountainside overlooking the city of Morelia and
entered the lobby. Nobody present. We looked in the
cocktail lounge. No one. Finally, a man emerged from
a back room, smiled sweetly at us and asked if he could
be of service.

We took a room in the back of the hotel, against
the mountainside, which had a view of a small
waterfall tumbling down off the mountain into a
small brook running behind the hotel.
"Quieren un velador?" the desk clerk asked.
"Que es velador?" I asked.
"Alguien que le quide su automobil," he clerk
explained.
"Cuanto me cuesta?"
"Hay does precios," He said,"cuatro dolares por
noche, o dos do lares por noche."
"Que es la diferencia?" I asked.
"Dos dolares si el velador duermo adentro de su
automovil o cuatro dolares si duerme afuera," was the
reply.
"Como se yo que el velador no se va llevar mi
automobil si lo dejo dormir adentro, seiior?" I asked.

"Nosepreocupe,seiior," he smiled, "Sielsupiera
manejar el automovil no lo permitieramos que
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If Brains were Gas
I was working at the Tulare County Boys
Ranch. Two of the boys were having a goodnatured disagreement.
After a lot of give and take, one of the boys
ended it by telling the other one, "Merle, if your
brains were gas, you wouldn't have enough to start
up a piss-ant's motor scooter!"

trabaje como velador!''
Believing that discretion is the better part of valor, I
went for the four peso option.
As he dropped our suitcases on the bed in our room,
the velador asked what time we were leaving in the
morning.
"Como a las ocho y media," we replied.
The following morning at exactly eight thirty he
tapped lightly on the door and said, ~~ya son las ocho y
media de Ia maiiana, sefior.
"Muchas gracias," I replied, opening the door to see
what the weather was like. The velador asked if we were
going to want breakfast before departing and I said yes.
He took some of our bags, our car keys, and walked
briskly off toward the parking lot. He pointed to a small
path leading down the mountainside to the back entrance of the dining room and said he would return our
keys there.
bile we were having breakfast, the owner
appeared and asked if we had enjoyed
our stay. We mentioned that though the
parking lot was full that we had heard no noise during the
night and had enjoyed a very restful night's sleep.
II
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We were just finishing breakfast when our car
suddenly came around the corner of the hotel and
parked directly in front.
Out popped the velador. He took a water bucket
and a cloth and began dusting the car's bumpers, lights,
and cleaning the windshield.
"I know what you're thinking, Gloria said, "but
don't say it."
The velador earned himself a $4 American tip by
giving us the best service we had ever experienced in any
hotel anywhere.
II

DIRTY WINDSHIELD
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Cocktail Lounge for
Santa Clara County Building?
December 1975
EDITOR'S NOTE: My friend, Jack Ellwanger,
working for Supervisor Dan McCorquodale, and I would
meet periodically to hoist a few beers and discuss the
issues of the day When he would call, saying that he was
available on so and so day and so and so hour,
hat morning's San Jose MERCURY
NEWS ran an article informing its read
ers that the Santa Clara County Board of
Supervisors had approved a cocktail lounge on the
premises of the new County Administration Building.
Jack said that Supervisor Dan McCorquodale had
voted NO.
I would prepare a list of items I wished to discuss
with him. We would meet at some bar, the Boots &
Saddle, the Foghorn, or some other convenient place
and I would ask him questions that I wanted answers to.
Then we would get into all the other subjects we wanted
to discuss.
I enjoyed drinking beer with Jack because he is that
rare human being that you can discuss ANYTHING
with, he seems to keep abreast of the world around him.
Plus, we shared a fondness for cold beer and Mexican
food
Apparently. I was not the only taxpaying citizen
upset about this decision. because the cocktail lounge
never opened.
The next morning I penned a letter to Mr. Anton
Peterson, Chairman, Santa Clara County Grand
Jury; questioning how efficient county employees
will function after a few "fast ones" in their cocktail
lounge. I mentioned that there is already too much
time wasted by government employees protected by
the civil service system. I urged them, if it was within
the Grand Jury's jurisdiction, to move to restrict this
senseless waste of the overburdened taxpayers'
money.
I wrote Dominic Cortese, Chairman of the Board of
Supervisors asking what asinine reasoning prompted
this idiotic decision? Isn•t there already too much waste
of time by county employees? How is bringing the bar

T

closer to where they work going to alleviate the problems of waste and inefficiency in government? Granted,
I wrote, there may be very good reasons for your
decision. We hope you can elaborate on them in your
reply to my message
My letter to Supervisor McCorquodale thanked him
for voting NO, mentioning that we hoped that Santa
Clara County taxpayers do not forget this stupid decision at election time. I closed with, Thank you for using
your head; signing it:
--E. David Sierra

Our Trip to Mexico
(Cont. from Pg 35)
On the way from Guadalajara to Queretaro, way out
in the boonies, we stopped to rest awhile and both of us
got out of the car. Two young men who had been sitting
on a dilapidated bench walked toward us. The younger
one said, 11 Seiior, le puedo limpiar el parabrisa? ..
..Que es parabrisa? .. I asked, grabbing my bottom
with both hands to make sure it was still there, and that
it was clean and sanitary.
he young man smiled, "El vidrio de su auto!"
he replied, exasperated because he was in the
presence of a person dirving a brand new car
who did not even know what in hell a windshield was.
I looked at him for a moment, noticing how very
small he was and said, .. If I pay you to clean my
windshield, you are going to have to climb up on the
hood of my car to clean it. Then my car will be dirty!"
.. Si, senor, .. his eyes lit up, "Mi hermano ... over there
.. he cleans automobiles!"

T

THE MAKARACIDS!
In Guadalajara we took a room in the Hotel Roma,
called Gloria•s friend to let her know we were in town,
and arranged to have breakfast with her the next morning.
At about 7 in the evening, we were across the
street from the hotel in a taqueria having some tacos
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Lee Trevino in San Jose

Lee Trevino helps out El Mariachi Jalisco de Ysidro Rivera just before they sere naded him
at Lou's Village. He was honored by Santa Clara GI Forum Wome n's Auxiliary and other
Latino organizations after winning the U.S. Open. (Rjchard Diaz Foto)
After he won the United States Open Golf
Championship, Lee Trevino was honored at a dinner
at Lou's Village in San Jose by the Ladies Auxiliary
of the Santa Clara GI Forum.
Jack Ellwanger, Tony Cerna, and myself worked
on the publicity fo r the dinner and had the pleasure
of meeting the Tex Mex great.
During a press conference before the dinner, he
was asked about his love of fishing.
"When I'm up at some mountain stream alone

when we heard a mariachi playing. We followed the
noise back to the hotel, then up to the second floor
cocktail lounge.
We went inside. There was a small group of Mexican men from Los Angeles, drunk as lords, e njoying the
music and singing with the mariachis. Every once in a
while, one of them would let loose a high pitched grito
and the others would join in!

with hundreds of fish in the water, they're surrounded," he e nthused, "I got 'em. They're
MINE!"

The former U.S. Marine also mentioned
that on days when he isn't scheduled to play
golf he runs five miles and then hits 500 golf
balls.
You still think golf is a sissy game? Y 0 U try
it, sweetheart!

A short while later, I went to the bathroom situated
just outside the lounge, in the lobby. Two families of
gringos were sitting outside the lounge, listening to the
music, but reluctant to enter the lounge. I stopped and
asked them if they were enjoying the music.

"Yes, we like makarachi music very much!" an
elderly lady enthused, "but there's some men m
there and I think they're ver y angry!"
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I told her that that was just their way of expressing
joy and that they should enter and get closer to the music,
but they refused to enter. When Gloria and I left about an
hour later they were still out there, listening but refusing
to get closer to the "makarachis".
BEAUTIFUL GUADALAJARA!
We spent the next three days enjoying the sights
around Guadalajara, accompanied by Gloria's friend,
Maria ElenaZornoza, our host. In the morning we would
meet her at her home for breakfast, then I would tell her
where we wanted to go that day and I would drive while
she gave us directions.
e went to Chapala, Tonala, Ia barranca,
and other sights. We had a very delight
ful three days. One evening she had her
neighbor come over and we enjoyed a long visit with
her. The lady had been a protocol officer during the
01 ympics in 1980. Her job was to tell Mexicans working
in the Olympic Village about the customs and traditions
of peoples from other countries to make them feel at
home, and not to embarrass anyone. It was one of the
most interesting conversations I have ever enjoyed in
my life.
QUERETARO
We returned to Mexico City by driving east from
Guadalajara through Atotonilco, La Piedad, Penjamo,
Irapuato, to Queretaro where we stayed in a quaint little
hotel.
We dined about three doors down in a huge restaurant where there were only another couple and us eating
at three o'clock in the afternoon.
But we indicated that we wanted a few drinks first.
We were ushered upstairs over a very wide carpeted
staircase, and to a small room, somewhat like an apartment living room.
The waiter came, took our order, served us, and
showed us how to summon him if we wanted another
drink.
A few minutes later, we banged on the small chime
he had left on our coffee table and instantly he was there
with two more drinks. About forty five minutes later,
properly lubricated, we were ready for a late lunch or
very early dinner. Whatever.
Later we walked around the downtown area. At a
small stand there was an elderly lady selling songbooks
of popular Mexican songs. I asked her how many she
had. She brought out six editions, and I bought them all.
Then we hailed a cab and for $2.40 American, a cab
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driver took us on a two hour tour of Queretaro, pointing
out the very old aqueduct, and the hill on which
Maximilian was executed. The hill has a very large
statue ofBenito Juarez on it and when we walked around
it and climbed down a long flight of stone steps back
down to the roadway, as if by magic, the taxicab materialized.
''Don't ask how he knew where we would descend
the stairs," I told Gloria, "to him it's probably a
dumb question."
The following morning we took Mexico Highway
57 through San Juan del Rio and back to Mexico City.
The day before it had been very warm and we had
enjoyed the bright sunshine. Today, up in the high
elevations, it was raining, a very cold rain, looking more
and more like snow. Soon we had descended into the
Valley of Mexico and the sun reappeared and the weather
again became very pleasant.
The next day we decided to book a tour through De
Colores Tours to the Pyramids, the University of Mexico,
and the downtown area.
The most interesting sight we saw in Mexico City
was the fantastic Museo de Antropologia, reputedly
(and deservedly) one of the world's finest museums of its
type. It is worth a trip to Mexico just to see IT.
e walked through the various rooms and
hallways for better than four hours and
had seen about 1/3 of it when we decided
to call it a day.
We also visited the Museum of Natural History,
where we saw likenesses of Don Justo Sierra, who
Gloria said looks like me. I don't believe he left me his
fortune when he passed on to his reward, so I do not get
too excited about the possibility of having had a famous
ancestor. He was a philosopher and so am I, but he
attained much greater recognition for his thoughts than
I have. Thus far.
Our guide during a tour of Chapultepec Castle was
a man who formerly taught school in Chicago. He spoke
excellent English. We asked him a lot of questions and
established a good rapport with him in the hour that he
was conducting us through the castle. We invited him to
have lunch with us on the veranda. He accepted.
When I began asking him a lot of questions about
the government and how it functions, it was very
clear that he was not comfortable. I asked him if he
wanted to move to a far corner of the veranda where
(Cont. on Pg 39)
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AI Castellano
hits the Big One!
Our good friend, Al Castellano, a fellow
member of San Jose Chapter, American GI
Forum, got the surprise of his life a few days
ago, when he read the moming paper and to
his utter surprise, found that the winning
numbers in the Califomia Lotte1y matched
exactly the numbers he was holding in his
hand!
When I read the article in my morning
San Jose MERCURY, I was almost as happy
for him as I'da been if I'd won it. I woke up
Gloria and told her, "You will never guess
what is the big story in this morning's
paper." She didn't, of course.
I showed h er the paper and a big smile
broke out on h er face . I remember it to this
day.
"It couldn't happen to a nicer person," she
said.
A few days later I called Al to congratulate
him and to invite him to breakfast at Alicia's
on Union Avenue where we would meet occasionally for huevos con chorizo or m enudo.
I insisted on paying. How many people do
you know who have had the pleasure of buying breakfast for America's newest millionaire?
"Your life is going to change dramatically,
AI," I told him." It will be interesting to see how
and where. Let's keep in touch." • • • • •

Two Ways
There are two ways
of exerting one's
strength;
one is pushing down,
the other is pulling up.
--Booker T. Washington
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Our Trip to Mexico
(Cont. from Pg 38)

we could talk more comfortably. Yes. So we did.
We enjoyed an hour's worth of conversation with
him before he had to go back to work. He gave me the
names of some good Mexican history books, written in
English, so I could get a better understanding of the
turbulent history of my father's homeland.
e agreed to meet him again in a few days
to talk more about Mexican history. But
we never went back. You have to love
Mexico. On certain days they have cultural performances at very low prices, to make cultural events
available to everyone.
At the famous Degollado Theater in Guadalajara we
saw a performance of the University of Guadalajara
folkloric dance company and mariachis, at 9 AM, sat in
the third row center, for $3 American money.
The Museo de Antropologia has days when school
kids can visit for FREE. You see hundreds of them in
there, with notebooks in hand, learning about the culture
of their homeland. • • • • •
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The Seafood
Place
Steve, one of San Jose's hotshot used car salesmen
told me this one:
He used to take an annual vacation to Mexico, did
a lot of whoring around, getting drunk with his
friends, listening to lots of mariachi music, and eating high off the hog.
ne year he and his three friends stopped off
at a Mexican seashore restaurant in
Mazatlan. The restaurant was practically at
the water's edge. It wasn't much more than a large hut,
with no ceiling, no glass windows, and no doors. The
gentle sea winds gave it an authentic seashore ambience.
They decided to do a number on the waiter. They
drank to their heart's content and ate the most expensive
seafood dishes on the menu.
Then Steve briefed two of the friends to drift off to
the bathroom and out the door to their predetermined
meeting spot where their car was parked. And just wait.
Suddenly, as part of the plan, Steve's friend began
gagging on his food.
"Cough, cough," he went, clutching at his throat and
pointing to the fish remaining on his plate.
Steve hustled to find their waiter to tell him that
his friend was gagging on a bone from the fiSh. The
waiter was very flustered, appearing not to know
what to do.
Steve began walking his friend slowly to the front of
the restaurant, past the cashier, and out the door onto the
sidewalk.
The friend continued gagging furiously, "Cough,
COUGH!"
"Donde esta el hospital?" (Where is the hospital?)
Steve asked the worried waiter.
"Para alia. Cuatro cuadros," (That way. Four
blocks) the waiter replied, with a worried look on his
face.
The friend continued his harsh coughing charade as
he and Steve began to walk swiftly away from the
restaurant, ostensibly to find a hospital.
Suddenly they ducked between two buildings and

0

How to Get Along
at the Office
The Leader, Sept. 1985

If someone whispers your name, ignore it,
it's probably the neighborhood flasher;
If it's a friend, ask him in for a beer;
If it's a woman, straighten your tie and look
smart;
If it's a guy, say, "How about them 49ers!"
If it's a boss, ignore it and look busy;
If it talks, record it;
If it's typed, translate it into Spanish;
If it's handwritten, type it and make a copy;
If it's copied, file it in the trash can.
If it's Friday, you're already gone for the
weekend, so forget it!
If it rings, answer it. It's probably Reagan
congratulating you for SOMETHING.
If it hollers "FORE!", duck.
It it sputters, dale gas!
If it gongs, throw a punch at the nearest
man;
If it whistles, show it some leg;
If it clanks, call D & R.

ran toward the car where their companions were waiting.
The men laughed all the way to Mexico City and
back, at the beautiful scam they had pulled on the
restaurant.
wo years later, Steve went back to Mazatlan
with another friend, briefed him on how to
work the scam and entered the restaurant
confidently. As they were finishing a long dinner and
fortified by mucho tequila and cerveza, he suggested to
his friend that it was time he started gagging on his food.
When Steve started to gag, his friend went to fmd
a waiter. Instead, the manager appeared, a tall, welldressed man, who walked rapidly toward their table.
"Que pasa aqui?" (what is happening here?) he
asked.
"Mi amigo!" the friend exclaimed, "se esta
sofocando, creio que se comio un hueso del pescado!"

T
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(My friend, he is choking. I think he ate a bone from the
fish).
The manager leaned over the table to get a close look
at Steve's face, then pulled out a long-barreled pistol
from his shoulder holster, pointed it directly over Steve's
left ear and pulled the trigger three times.
BANG!
BANG!
BANG!
Steve's hair stood on end, he swallowed hard, thinking that his life was over! The manager gave him his
sweetest smile, then pointed the gun at his friend and
said, "Acompaiieme al cajero, seiior. Page su cuenta,
porfavor, y fuego usted y su amigo se me alargan mucho
a Ia chin gada .. . y no vuelvan jamas a este Lugar!"
(Accompany me to the cashier, sir. Pay your bill, please,
and then get the hell out of my place and never come
back!)
"Me veran cara de pendejo, cabrones" the manager
said as he marched them out to the sidewalk, ''pero ten go
buena memoria. Usted se me salio sin pagar su cuenta
hace dos aiios!" (You may think I look stupid, you
bastards, but I have a good memory. You left without
paying your bill two years ago!)
The manager escorted them to the cashier's counter,
pulled out the old bill my friend had left two years prior,
and totaled it up. Steve paid, of course.
He was laughing hilariously when he told me the
story.
"You know, David, when that cabron pulled the
trigger, I passed gas, man! Me saco un pedo, el hijo
de Ia chingada! ••• literally!" • • • • •

Salus Populi
Suprema Lex Esto
(The People's Safety is
the Supreme Law)
--Latin Proverb
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Hank Olguin's
Letter
Feb.28, 1975
Sometime in 1974, I received a letter from Hank
Olguin, former Cal football star, requesting the extensive file I had on the Coors boycott. He said he understood that I had a very extensive file and wanted to
borrow it, if he could. Of course!
e came to San Jose a few weeks later and I
loaned hi.m a file .abo~t ~" thick, with all
kinds of Information In It. A few months
passed. I began to wonder if I was ever going to get my
file back. I had just about decided to kiss off the info and
resolved myself to never seeing it again, when it arrived
in the mail, with the following letter:

H

Dear David:
You probably never thought you would see this
stuff again, but here it is. Chances are you will put it
back in the pile and nobody else will ever see it again
At any rate, I have just completed some early Spring
cleaning and found it all

I do want to thank you for letting me use the
materials They were very helpful. Next time I'm in
San Jo we'll have to have a beer.
Sincerely,
--HANK OLGUIN
SER National office
Los Angeles, CA.

A few months later, Olguin was in San Jose and
called me at HiUis Printing where I was working. We
arranged to meet at Jimmie's Barber Shop, at 3rd
and San Fernando St, to hoist a few beers to the
Golden Bears. I wanted Jimmie Garcia and Fred
Alanis to meet a real life Rose Bowl star.
lguin told us that in the early days ~f the
American Football League, he had signed
with the Dallas Texans Later he found out
that he was making more money than Abner Haynes,
who had led the league in ground gaining for two years.
Was there prejudice for two years. Was there prejudice
against Blacks in the new league. NAAH!

0
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Hank Olguin
(Cont. from Pg 41)

Somewhere in the conversation, I mentioned to
Alanis that Olguin had been UC Berkeley's biggest
ground gainer in the Rose Bowl. Hank asked, "You
remember that?"
"Of course, Hank," I replied, "at one time I aspired to
be a sportswriter I HAVE to know that stuff!"
Later in the afternoon, after many more beers, he
called his mother who lived in San Jose, so I could tell
her about how good a football player her son had been
in the Rose Bowl. Mrs. Olguin was very pleasant but
definitely not a sports fan, She found it hard to believe
that her 5'7" and 155lb. son had shone in his only Rose
Bowl appearance.
Believe it, Mrs. Olguin!

While we were talking Mrs. Olguin mentioned
that she had not gone to the Rose Bowl game when
her son was playing in it. I wonder how many California resident "white" players ever went to the
Rose Bowl and their mother chose not to attend the
game?
For you Old Blues, the last time we heard from him,
Hank Olguin was living in Austin, Texas, where he has
a public relations firm.
EDITOR'S NOTE: That Coors File of mine made
the rounds, amigos. It was also loaned to Supervisor
Charlie Santana of Alameda County; Dan McCorquodale
of the Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors; and
former Oakland attorney Oscar Zeta Acosta, when he
was a candidate for Sheriff in Los Angeles County. Zeta
Acosta had about as much chance of winning as Liberace
in a gang fight, but he made it interesting. • • • • •

''Capitalist
Swine!"
My friend Fred Alaniz and I had gone to a meeting
of the local anti-poverty program board at the Santa
Clara County building.
e were sitting in the last row of f?lding
chairs which had been set up 1n the
meeting room. Standing behind us, lined
up against the windows, were a group of Chicano boys,
jabbering away a mile a minute, seemingly having little
interest in the proceedings.
During the meeting several individuals were called
upon by the chairman to come forward and give reports.
Finally it was time for the fmancial report.
The chairman called out the accountant's name and
said that he would be rendering the financial report.
As the nerdy looking accountant wearing 1/4 inch
thick glasses and a four piece button-up suit got up from
his seat a few feet away and walked across the back of
the room and to the podium to make his report, one of the
young men clicked his heels like theN azis used to do in
world warn movies, and said disgustedly, "Capitalist
Swine!"
It broke up the room.

W

PatriotisiD
is the last refuge of a scoundrel
--Samuel Johnson

Lord, Help Me!
I was Chairman of the San Jose GI Forum. Early on a Saturday morning, Vice Chairman Al Pelayo and
I were sitting in a bar on Market Street just north of Santa Clara Street. We were having a. quick one before
attending a meeting with somebody to discuss something (of worldly import, I am certrun).
A white man walked in took a stool at the far end of the bar and buried his head in his arms. He was
apparently a regular becaus~ the bartender just opened up a bottle of beer and placed it and an empty glass
.
.
in front of him, not even asking what he wanted.
A few moments later he let out a low, moaning whimper and prayed, "Lord, you help me wtth this one
... I'll get the next two!"
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San Jose's Favorite Son had taken the Oakland Rruders to the Super
Bowl in New Orleans and whipped the favored Philadelphia Eagles. A
day to honor Plunkett was declared on Friday, April3 by Mayor Janet
Gray Hayes. This article appeared in EL EXCENTRICO'S final issue,
published in April 1981.

.Jim Plunkett Day in San ,Jose

1,200 Show Up To
Honor Raiders #16
by David Sierra
Over 1,200 friends, admirers and fans of Oakland
Raiders quarterback Jim Plunkett jammed the San Jose
Convention center on Friday, April3 to pay tribute to the
San Josean who led the Raiders to their victory over the
Phi ladelphia Eagles in Super Bowl XV.
lunkett's long day in San Jose began at 3
PM when he met with several hundred
area high school students in the Independence High School gymnasium. It continued with a 6
PM reception hosted by San Jose Mayor Janet Gray
Hayes in the Ridder Lounge of the San Jose Center for
the Performing Arts.
Shortly after 7 :20 PM, the 6'4" Chicano from
Mayfair Elementary School, Lee Mathson Jr. High,
James Lick High School, and Stanford University,
entered the crowded Convention center and waded
into large throngs of eager autograph seekers. Young
and old alike surged forward for their brief opportunity
to say hello to a national sports legend and to have Jim
autograph their programs which included an 8xl0 full
face photo of the popular pro quarterback.
Accompanying Plunkett into the room were his
former Stanford coach John Ralston ; his Oakland Raiders coach Tom Flores; ABC television sportscaster
Keith Jackson; and his Lick High coach AI Cementina.
The program was mastetfully mcee'd by Bob Murphy,

P

himself a former Stanford athlete, and KGO-TV's Jack
Hanson. Both credited Rigo Chacon of Channel ? News
with first corning up with the idea that the Garden City
should somehow celebrate Plunkett's victory over Philadelphia in the N.F.L. championship game, and his being
named the Most Valuable Player in the Super Bowl.
In the audience were current Stanford football
stars John Elway and Darrin Nelson, Congressman
Norman Mineta, Supervisor Rod Diridon, and Councilman Jerry Estruth.
igo C hacon presented a 12-m.inute film
of a conversation with Jim Plunkett a
few days ago as the huge gridder visited
Lick High, Mathson Jr. High, and visited with some old
friends on Oakland A venue in the eastside of San Jose.
Mayor Hayes presented a resolution from the City of
San Jose unanimously adopted by the Council, commending Plunkett on his athletic achievements, particularly the Super Bow1 triumph over the favored Philadelphia Eagles.
MC Bob Murphy then introduced coaches AI
Cementina, John Ralston , and Tom Flores, each of
whom made brief remarks on Jim Plunkett as he progressed from a high school baseball pitcher-wrestlerfootball star to the top ranks of stardom in the National
Football League .
.Also presenting a plaque was the San Jose Mexican

R
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Chamber of Commerce represented by Gus Lopez.
Prior to the program, attendees heard a musical
presentation by the Eastside Union High School District
Honor Jazz Band under the direction of Bob Russell.
During the program there was more music by El Mariachi
Jalisco '77 de Jose Ramon.
Proceeds of the dinner will go to establish the Jim
Plunkett Scholarship Fund to provide scholarsips to
needy Chicanos in the Santa Clara Valley.

ementina recalled that in a high school
all star game in Los Angeles after a
brilliant high school career at quarterback, the un-named all star coach played Plunkett as
a DEFENSIVE END, and he did well at that too!
"Just before we played Philadelphia in New Orleans," Flores recalled, "golfer Lee Trevino was asked
who was going to win.
"With a Mexican quarterback and a Mexican coach
... and you know God is a Mexican," he replied, "Who
else but Oakland?"
Moments later, Chacon corroborated Trevifio's theory
that God is a Mexican. "After all," Rigo said, "His name
is Jesus, isn't it"
ABC college football sportscaster Keith Jackson
was the main speaker of the evening, delivering an

C

inspirational message of the value inherent in the game
of football. He urged the young men and women in the
audience to persevere after their goals and objectives,
and the crowd responded with a standing ovation.
tanford athletic director Andy Geiger led
off the presentations to Plunkett, reading
a resolution from Stanford, commending one
of its favorite sons as an alumnus who has brought great
credit to one of the most prestigious universities in the
land.
Congressman Norman Mineta presented a resolution from the U.S. House of Representatives authored
by Congressmen Edwards, McCloskey and Mineta. A
California State Senate resolution was read, and then
congratulatory telegrams from Gov. Edmund Brown,
Jr., and from Oakland Raiders owner AI Davis.

S

San Jose Chapter, American GI Forum, sent two
lovely ladies to the microphone to make their presentation, State and National Queen Christina Flores,
and 1981-82 Chapter Queen Rosalie Gutierrez who
presented a plaque inscribed: TO JIM PLUNKETT
WHO EXEMPLIFIES EVERYTHING IN OUR
MOTTO OF EDUCATION IS OUR FREEDOM.
From the men and women of San Jose GI Forum.

Think about it

••••

•••

IN THE 1950's, the most common antisocial behav-

ior by students in schools included cutting class,
running in the hallways, wearing pants drooping very
low in the rear, chewing gum, talking in class, rolling
dice in the bathrooms, smoking behind the gym, and
wearing very long hair.
TODAY, there are guns on the campuses, very long
hair, assaults, rapes, shootings, etc.
IN THE FUTURE ... laser weapons, mace, grenades
... ???
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N ein,.. he said
My old buddy from high school, Freddie Asebes,
had just been discharged from the U.S. Army and had
returned to San Jose. He looked like a new man. What
used to be a chubby young man with little self esteem
was returned to the states as a very confident young man,
with a weightlifter's body, and eager to get on with his
civilian life.
On one of the first weekends back in San Jose he
wanted to go to the Rainbow Ballroom and check out the
young ladies and down a few beers with his friends.
Just before 1:00 AM, as the dance was winding
down, Freddie was leaning with his back to the bar,
facing the dancing crowd. We were talking away a mile
a minute and I was asking him about living in Germany,
being in the Army, and how he had enjoyed a foreign
country. He told me about very very interesting experiences, including one in which he aided in the delivery of
a baby!

California Lottery
Passed to
Rescue California
Schools
A few years ago, California voters
were told that a state lottery system was
a good idea because it would provide
millions of dollars to improve our
underfunded schools.
Why, then, are California schools
among the nation's worst?
Why are California voters still being
asked to tax themselves more to assist
our schools.
Where does the California lottery
money go?
Are these monies being used wisely?

I asked him how much German he had learned and
he said, "Enough to get along with the people. I can carry
a conversation."
I told him that the only German words I knew were
fraulein, blitzkreig, frau, meister, burgermeister, and a
few others.
I motioned to the bartender to get his attention so I
could buy us one more beer before "last call".
The bartender came up behind Freddie and asked,
"Another beer?"
Freddie kept looking straight ahead at me and replied, "Nein!"
Our conversation continued.
A few moments later he turned around when he
heard the bartender plunking down beer after beer on the
bar .... nine of 'em!
GERMANLESSON:EvenifyouarenotaStanford
graduate you have probably already figured out that
Nein means NO in German, thus the misunderstanding.

Nota Lawyer
Man, making a report at a GI Forum meeting: "After
reading this document, you are probably going to find
many things wrong with it. I urge you to bring them to
my attention so they can be fixed before we submit the
final draft to you. We want to make sure we are doing the
right thing and doing it correctly, so let us know what
changes you want, blah, blah, blah."
He went on and on and on.
"And, finally remember ... I am not a lawyer."
From the back of the room: "Obviously!"

The art of life
lies in a constant
readjustment to our surroundings
--Kakuzo Okakura
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Tissue Paper Justice
Sept. 1986

THE FORUMEER

(From September 1985 to September 1986, I collected articles from the San Jose MERCURY, San
Francisco Chronicle, and other newspapers about "celebrities" who got into trouble with the law. I suspected
that the type of justice they get is quite different than
how you and I would be treated if we appeared in court
for the same reasons. My suspicions were confirmed. I
used this information in classes I was doing at Vida
Nueva AlcoholiDrugs Recovery Home).

I

F YOU THINK JUSTICE IS BLIND,

think again. Some people get infinitely
better deals in court than others. Maybe it's
the color of their skin, maybe they hold a public job,
or maybe the Judge just likes how they part their
hair. What do you think happened in the cases
below? Please do not suggest favoritism or anything
illegal
ROBERT SUNDANCE, an alcoholic, has been
arrested more than 500 times in 25 years and, under-

Basic Training
An American GI once wrote to Ann Landers
that this is what he had learned in basic training:
1. Everything you need to know to succeed in
life can be learned in three months of basic
training.
2. You're never as tired as you think you are,
especially when someone starts yelling at
you.
3. If you have to, you can eat a meal in 10
minutes ... or less.
4. Having someone you trust watching your
back makes all things seem possible.
5. Learn to follow instructions.
6. Clean your tools. You may not have time
later.

standably, wanted public drunkeness decriminalized.
His attorneys argued before the California Supreme
Court that "people should not be jailed because they are
helpless in public, n and "because we disapprove of their
lifestyle. n

Has Sundance been sentenced to wallow in a jail
for the rest of his life. Not exactly. He now earns
$21,000 a year as Director of the Indian Alcoholism
Commission of California, and has been sober for
nine years.
DAN "GRIZZLY ADAMS" HAGGERTY was
arrested for selling cocaine to undercover police officers, and convicted. He admitted selling the cocaine. His
attorney argued that Haggerty has a family to support,
was ill, and that he had a cancerous mole on his shoulder
requiring surgery.
The Judge sentenced Haggerty to 90 days in jail,
three years of probation, to undergo periodic drug
testing, do 200 hours of community service work. The
verdict was appealed, of course.

PENROSE HALLOWELL Pennsylvania Agriculture Secretary, was convicted of shoplifting a
$4.99 cassette tape. A millionaire, Hallowell said he
resigned his $48,000-a-year post to protect his family.
He said he did not intend to steal the tape but absentmindedly pocketed it while shopping and forget about
it when he paid for another cassette. He was fined $25
plus court costs.

E

LPIDIO JIMENEZ DOMINGUEZ,

Mexican Consul for San Jose, was arrested
by a female police officer who had to
swerve to avoid a head-on collision with his car. She
found an open bottle of vodka in his auto. Breath tests
showed EJ's blood-alcohol level at .12%, above the
.1 0% at which one is presumed legally drunk.

It took three officers to arrest him because he
didn't much like the idea. He pulled the female
officer's hair. After his arrest, the officer drove
Jimenez home.
Jimenez failed to appear for his first scheduled court
hearing. Judge Stephen Manley issued a warrant for his
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arrest. His attorney bargained with the district attorney•s
office to reduce the drunk driving charge to reckless
driving and dismiss the resisting arrest charge. The
Judge asked, ..Why is this agreement not available to
county residents of this state, taxpayers and hard workersT•
JOHN ZACCARO, New York, husband of former
Democratic vice presidential candidate Geraldine
Ferraro, was involved in a fraudulent real estate scheme,
for which the max penalty is a $1,000 fine and one year
in prison.
ad the sale gone through Ferraro would
have gained a $330,000 commission. He
allegedly altered a copy of an appraisal of
some buildings and issued a financial statement listing
his net worth at $21.6 million, about $18 million too
high, said the NY District Attorney.

H

Zaccaro pleaded guilty to one count of scheming
to defraud, "to spare his family the anguish and
publicity of a trial," he said.
He was sentenced to do 150 hours of community
service work, and was assured that he would serve no jail
time.

At about the same time, our newspaper told us
that a San Jose Chicano could be sentenced to 168
years in state prison for his conviction on 21 counts
of sexually molesting his two step-children.
PAM PARSONS, former South Carolina University women•s basketball coach, filed a libel suit against
TIME Inc. for $75 million after Sports Illustrated depicted her as a lesbian involved in a love affair with explayer Tina Buck.

Later they both pleaded guilty to perjury charges,
admitting they lied during the trial about frequenting a Salt Lake City lesbian nightclub.
The judge gave •em three years in prison for lying to
a federal jury, but suspended all but four months. The
were put on probation for five years.
MARK GASTINEAU, New York Jets defensive
end, was convicted of an assault charge at a New York
disco. He was sentenced to 90 hours of community
service work, conducting a football clinic for youths 1620 at Rikers Island Prison, two days a week, three hours
a day, for 15 weeks.
ARTHUR K. SNYDER, Los Angeles city councilman, was accused by his 9-year old daughter of molesting her when she was 4.
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Who Are Pioneers?
I asked this question in the January 1973 issue of
THE FORUMEER:
Have you ever wondered why your local newspaper will describe an elderly person descended
from people who have lived in the area for sixty
years as a .. Pioneer .. , but never use the word
Pioneer when referring to an Hispanic whose
forefathers lived here when George Washington
was still wetting his diapers?
What is the meaning of the word, Pioneer? What
qualifies a person to be labeled a Pioneer?
Are Hispanics EVER qualified to be labeled
Pioneers?
If not ... WHY NOT???

In 1980 his ex-wife filed a battery charge against
him. A 1980 drunken driving trial ended in a deadlocked
jury with Snyder pleading no contest to a charge of
reckless driving. In 1980 he was fined $14,000 by the
Fair Political Practices Commission for alleged financial disclosure violations. In 1974 and 1983 he was the
subject of recall drives by voters in his district.

The councilman resigned, he said, because of the
pregnancy of his wife, and the pressures of his job.
.. By golly, I think that I should give the opportunity
to my child to be born and to have a peaceful life and to
my wife, not to have to confront, every day, the kind of
treatment that we have had to confront in these last
years, II he said.
III want to practice law and read The Life of Clarence
Darrow, something rve wanted to do since I was 12
years old, II he concluded.
ORBETT DICKEY, San Francisco po
liceman, was detained in West Hollywood
for public drunkeness. Police said he was
off duty while standing with another man in a lane of
Santa Monica Blvd., blocking traffic.

C

He was suspended for 90 days from his job,
placed on one year's probation, and ordered to enroll
in an alcohol abuse control program.
THOMAS NORMAN, San Francisco Assistant
District Attorney, was charged with drunken driving
after he was stopped by police and he failed a sobriety
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test. Officers said he went through a stop sign.

He pleaded no contest to the charge of drunken
driving, was sentenced to three years' probation, a
year in an alcohol rehabilitation program, and tined
$585. His driver's license was restricted for one year
to driving to and from work and to the rehab program.
EDITOR'S NOTE: After listening to charges meted
out to residents of an alcohol/drugs rehabilitation program at which I am employed, it is quite clear that your
position in life very strongly influences the sentence you
receive when you transgress the law. • • • • •

''Shoot
the Horse!''
--Lenny Bruce
I was living in Los Angeles and had taken a parttime job with George, a waterless cookware salesman.lt
was a fun job. George claimed to be a former Oklahoma
football player. In those days any Okie with any size at
all claimed to have played for Bud Wilkinson whose
Sooners were doing a lot of gridiron ass-kicking all over
America.
looked him up in my Street & Smith's
football annuals and his name wasn't listed
on any Oklahoma roster. High school ball in
Chickasha maybe.
George and I shared two loves, cold beer and sports.
One afternoon, before going to one of his sales calls,
we stopped at a nightclub on Lankershim Blvd for a few
beers and George and the bartender started reminiscing
about some of their experiences behind the bar.
"There's some guys that would drink cold horse piss
if you put it in a cold bottle," said the barkeep. Other
people at the bar were getting into the game also when
Lenny Bruce arrived. He came in to pick up his paycheck from the bartender.

I

I knew who he was, of course, because my fraternity
brothers in school used to frequent places where Bruce
worked, not necessarily to see Bruce but for the strippers
who took off most of their clothes. He played the top
clubs where world famous strippers like Tempest Storm,
Lili St. Cyr, Blaze Starr, Hot Honey Harlow, Busty
Brown, you name 'em, appeared.

ot Honey Harlow was married to
Bruce at the time and he mentioned
that she was outside, waiting for him in
the car. "Go get her, David, ask her to come in. TeD
her I said we've gotta be here for a minute."

H

The great Hot Honey Harlow! I was out the door like
now!
Lenny loved playing practical jokes on Hot Honey,
I knew that from reading about him in the local gossip
columns. And I wanted to see her up close, so I hurried
out the door and into the parking lot. The car was a long
gold-colored Cadillac. She was gorgeous in a big white
hat, sunglasses which appeared to cover most of her
beautiful face, and a dress that was so tight it didn't leave
much to the imagination. I opened the car door for her
and got a good long look at those beautiful nyloned legs
which thrilled night club patrons every night at Strip
City. I followed as she wiggled her beautiful behind into
the nightclub.
enny told her about the game and asked
the bartender to test her. She failed the
test also. Lenny was razzing her when she
said, "Drinking is not what I do best, Lenny!"
"You're right, Honey, but you eat good!"
We thought it was hilarious repartee, but Honey
didn't get the joke. Or pretended not to. She just looked
at Lenny, pursed her beautiful crimson lips, and said, "It
tastes the same to me!"

L

"It looks a helluva lot better than it tastes,"
Lenny mocked her, looking right down her dress at
her gorgeous chest.
Lenny took the test again, this time with Hot Honey
standing behind him with her arms wrapped around his
waist. Bruce took a long sip of Coca Cola, then put the
glass down slowly on the bar. "Shoot the horse! That's
horse piss. And it's infected!" he said, gave the bartender
the middle finger salute, said goodbye to George and I,
and Hot Honey and him were out the door. • • • • •
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Tools for Sobriety
There are certain things a person in recovery needs to remember if he/she is to maintain their sobriety. Among them are:
1. STAY AWAY FROM THAT FIRST
DRINK. Remember, one is too many
and one hundred is not enough.
2. Take care of business. Do first things
frrst. Don't try to do too much. There is
always tomorrow.
3. Change your old routines. Get out of the
old rut. Stroll through your local college
campus. Go to the library. See a little
league baseball game. Read an out of
town newspaper. Ride the public transit
system. Browse through a dictionary.
Visit your local museums. Do volunteer
work.
3. AVOID LONELINESS. Mingle with
people. Spend as much time with
others as you can. Loneliness is depressing, and it leads to problems.
You already know what those are.
4. REMEMBER your last binge, your last
high. And the guilt feelings afteiWard.
Resolve to do things different in your life
from now on.
5. HELP OTHERS. There are many people
who need your help. They want to avoid
the experiences that you have had. Help
them out.
5. BE BUMBLE. Admit that you are not
perfect. You don't have to be. For
now, just be you, and resolve to be a
better person.
6. IF YOU FAIL at something, laugh about
it. Don't get discouraged. Go on with
your life. Try it differently. Experience is
the world's best teacher. Learn from

I

hate war as only a soldier who has

lived it can, only as one who has seen its
brutality, its futUity, its stupidity.

--Dwight D. Eisenhower
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your mistakes.
7. STAY CLEAN AND SOBER FOR YOURSELF, not for anyone else. Take care
of yourself first .•. then, when you are
ready, go help others.
8. DUMP YOUR GARBAGE regularly. Don't
carry it around with you. Confide in
someone your trust. Tell them your concerns. Your problems are not new problems. Someone else has already faced
the same problems. Seek advice. Now
that you have two viewpoints, decide
what to do and do it!
9. ABSTINENCE IS THE ONLY ANSWER.
Forget about a "phasing out" period.
Just stop. Find other things to do.
Give yourself reasons why you want
to make positive changes in your Hfe,
and do them.
10. Hang out with "positive" people. Associate with people who want to see you get
ahead and do positive things for yourself. Avoid the "losers" who want to drag
you down to their level.
11. SOBRIE1Y should be your Number One
Priority. If it isn't, your priorities are out
ofline. Hit the SORTbutton.Decidewhat
you want out of life. Stay clean and
sober, then go get it!
12. TAKE THE WALLS DOWN. Find out
what is out there in a different world
than you have been living in. You may
like it more than the one you are
living now. Make new friends. See
new places. Travel. Learn new things.
Broaden your horizons. Start to live!
13. THATLIGHTat the end of a tunnel is not
necessarily an oncoming train. It may
be a door to another, better, world. Ifyou
like it, do it again tomorrow, and twice
on Sunday, and three times on holidays.
14. DO WHATEVER YOU CAN and leave the
rest for tomorrow. It gives you something to look foiWard to every day.
15. BE HONEST, BE PUNCTUAL, BE DEPENDABLE. KEEP YOUR PROMISES.
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Spirit of
San Jose GI Forum
--by E. David Sierra
January 1989 The Leader
Why do you suppose people join San Jose GI Forum?
Certainly not to help themselves! They join to help
others. How? Well ...
ARGIE GAETA is involved with a
Mexican folkloric dance group ... AL
CASTELLANO assists the Leland High
School marching band with fundraising activities ...
PETE GONZALEZ is on the board of directors of the
Eastside Community Center ... JOSE CARRASCO is
involved in an effort to secure more and better positions
for Chicanos at San Jose State University ... Ditto
HUMBERTO GARZA.

M

San Jose Deputy Chief of Police LUIS
HERNANDEZ is on the board of directors of the
Mexican American Community Services Agency
(MACSA).
HILBERT MORALES has pledged his services to
raise money for a hydraulic-equipped van to transport
the handicapped ... RITA DIAZ is heavily involved in
Alcoholics Anonymous and serves as a sponsor for a
number of recovering alcoholics.
SANDRA MURILLO is involved with a theatrical
group .. LEONARD ANTUNA has, f~r many ye~s,
assisted just about every Chicano group In San Jose With
fundraising efforts on behalf of his popular restaurant,
ANTUNA'S.
VICTOR GARZA has taken on the responsibility of
heading up a big fundraising effort for the GI Forum's
Vida Nueva alcohol recovery home. He is also part of a

Two Worst Things
The two worst things a parent can give a
young person are money and wheels.
The two most important things a parent
can give a child are roots and wings.
--A. Hodding Carter

committee seeking better opportunities for Chicanos at
San Jose State University, his alma mater. He also
chaired last year's E.E.O.C. hearing in San Jose at which
the commissioners listened to gripes from Chicanos
about a variety of community problems, worked on the
Dukakis presidential campaign, was responsible for a
number of contributions received by San Jose GI Forum
and Vida Nueva in the past year, and is presently
representing San Jose GI Forum in negotiating for the
return of the Fiestas Patrias celebrations to downtown
San Jose. He is easily our most civicly involved member.
AMADOR URRUBAZO sponsors a yearly softball
tournament to raise money for scholarships ... FRED
CONTRERAS gives of his time to the GI Forum,
Mexican American Golf Association, Los Amigos Golfing Club, and the Kiwanis Club ... EVA COTA was
heavily involved in fundraising for the Vietnam Veterans Monument dedicated in Sacramento on Dec. 1Oth.

RICHARD DIAZ has photographed every major celebrity that has passed thru San Jose for the
past 30 years and has contributed many, many photos to organizations, particularly this one.
ROSE AMADOR is always one of the frrst people
called when dependable people are needed for any
worthy community effort.
NOE MONTOYA provides music and
"mikesmanship" (forgive me for that one, Lord) for
many community causes ... EMMA RENTERIA chaperones Miss San Jose GI Forum whenever she makes a
public appearance, even going to Corpus Christi, TX
with her last summer.

DARLENE MARQUEZ lends assistance to many
worthy community causes, presently doing her number for the U.S. Census.
ANNAMARIE HERRERA devotes lots of spare
time to the San Jose GI Forum Scholarship Foundation,
enough to warrant winning its Outstanding Member
Awsard last year! ... VIC ZAVALA has contributed
money to many worthy causes, and supports Latino
politicians like RON GONZALES who was recently
elected to the County Board of Supervisors ... Attorney
FERNANDO ZAZUETA is another worthy who always seems to be involved in community fundraising
efforts ... He emcees our annual Fiestas Patrias Parades
also!
TONY ESTREMERA does pro bono work for San
(Cont. on Pg 54)

